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Abstract 

Since 1909, when Moody’s Investors Service published its first rating, the role of rating 

agencies has become a central one in financial markets. This ascension though, was not 

achieved in a straight line, as credit rating agencies from time to time found themselves in the 

center of financial scandals and crises which made regulators rethink the agencies’ roles.  

One of the most popular results of the last decades’ financial innovation is the Credit Default 

Swap, which allows investors to artificially create exposure to a corporation’s debt or to 

hedge their exposure to it. As their popularity and liquidity increased over the last decades, 

the Credit Default Swap became central for the process of finding debt prices.  

Given that credit quality is the key driver for both, credit rating agencies’ grades and credit 

default swaps prices, a comparison of their assessment of a corporation’s creditworthiness is a 

natural and relevant issue. On the one hand, credit rating agencies have access to exclusive 

information and a consolidated position as market informants. On the other hand, the market 

is constituted by some very sophisticated investors who also use their own proprietary 

systems and other sources of information to assess the credit quality of their investments. 

After the recent financial crisis, credit rating agencies find themselves in the middle of 

criticism by investors who claim that the agencies’ implemented business policy does not 

deliver information on a corporation’s creditworthiness in a timely and accurate manner. 

In the present Master Thesis, the question whether 

The Credit Default Swap market anticipates or reacts to the information supplied by credit 

rating agencies 

is analyzed from a theoretical as well as from an empirical point of view.   

We find that the CDS market indeed anticipates negative credit rating announcements. 

However, we also gather evidence that negative credit rating announcements do convey 

entirely new information to the market which is in most cases followed by significant changes 

in CDS premiums. 

For positive credit rating events we obtained mixed results which makes a clear verdict, on 

the question whether the CDS market is also able to anticipate positive rating events, difficult.  
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1. Introduction 
Over time, finance developed to become one of the cornerstones of modern society. The 

global nature of modern finance, and in particular credit markets, makes the task of 

distinguishing between good and bad borrowers a difficult one. With the aim of reducing 

information asymmetry, corporations that wish to borrow from capital markets, resort today to 

credit rating agencies like Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s, who assess their credit quality 

and grade it according to a standardized rating scheme. By doing so, credit rating agencies 

send a clear sign to the market, helping investors to decide who to lend money to and at what 

rate. 

Since 1909, when Moody’s Investors Service published its first rating, the role of rating 

agencies has become a central one in financial markets. This ascension though, was not 

achieved in a straight line, as credit rating agencies from time to time found themselves in the 

center of financial scandals and crises which made regulators rethink the agencies’ roles.  

The first event that would shape the business model of credit rating agencies was the default 

of Penn Central on $82 million of commercial paper in 1970. At this time, agencies provided 

public ratings of issuers free of charge and relied solely on the publication of reports as means 

of income. Since reports were easily copied they did not yield enough earnings for agencies to 

comprehensively scout the market and produce timely ratings. The market for commercial 

paper had grown rapidly with no regard for credit quality however, and when Penn Central 

defaulted, investors started questioning the credit quality of all other companies issuing the 

same type of debt, demanding more information about market participants and generating a 

liquidity crisis. This event was the final push towards a “charging the issuers” model as 

investors were not willing to buy unrated debt anymore. As a consequence, charging the 

issuers for the ratings was the only sustainable way for agencies to take a significant snapshot 

of the market. 

While this model, in conjunction with the growing number of credit rating agencies, has on 

the one hand been criticized to incentivize issuers to shop for ratings and for agencies to give 

higher ratings in order to attract business, it has on the other hand been defended under the 

argument of reputation since, if investors were to lose confidence in agencies, they would 

simply become obsolete and out of business. 

Over the years, both sides of the question have been evident on financial markets as the fact 

that regulators accepted the role of credit rating agencies and demanded certain institutions to 
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hold only investments graded in a certain rating class clashed with some high profile episodes 

where credit rating agencies clearly failed to perform at the level they were expected to. 

Among these, the cases of Enron and Lehman Brothers, both holding high ratings up until a 

couple of days before their bankruptcy, have to be mentioned, with the latter leading to a 

liquidity problem which propelled the 2008 financial crisis.  

Another characteristic of financial markets has been financial innovation. Over the years, 

many new financial products have been introduced to the market in the form of derivatives, 

with a greater or lesser degree of acceptance, driven by the aim of splitting risk between those 

investors who can better bear it and by investors’ appetite for more sophisticated means of 

investment. 

One of the most popular credit derivatives is the Credit Default Swap. This instrument, first 

launched in the early 1990’s, shortened the gap between demand and supply for the much less 

liquid corporate debt market, allowing investors to artificially create exposure to a 

corporation’s debt or to hedge their exposure to it. The popularity of this type of derivative 

rose to such an extent that by the end of 2007, prior to the financial meltdown and the first 

attempts to regulate this market, the total outstanding amount of this type of derivative added 

up to $62.2 trillion. 

Given that credit quality is the key driver for both, credit rating agencies’ grades and credit 

default swap prices, a comparison between the two is a natural and relevant question. On the 

one hand, credit rating agencies have access to exclusive information and a consolidated 

position as market informants. On the other hand, the market is constituted by some very 

sophisticated investors and, given that agencies were not able to anticipate some defaults in 

the past, it is plausible that investors do not rely exclusively on rating agencies to assess the 

credit quality of their investments but use also their own proprietary systems and other 

sources of information to do so. 

1.1. Research Question 
The question whether 

The Credit Default Swap market anticipates or reacts to the information supplied by credit 

rating agencies 

has been discussed by some authors in previous studies, namely Hull et al. (2004), Norden & 

Weber (2004), Micu et al. (2004), and di Cesare (2006). 
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Given that the last of these studies was published in 2006, it is the belief of the authors of the 

present thesis that it is pertinent to revisit this question in the light of more recent data, taking 

advantage of a more liquid credit default swap market and making use of tools that were not 

available to authors in the past such as market indices as the Itraxx and the CDX. 

To tackle this question, the present Master Thesis will follow two main vectors: that of credit 

derivatives, and credit default swaps in particular, and the one of credit rating agencies, 

leading to an empirical study that compares the movements of credit default swap spreads 

with the announcements of credit rating agencies in order to find out if the market anticipates 

credit rating agencies or if it reacts to it. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 explains credit and credit risk. Section 3 

discusses the fundamentals of credit derivatives and section 4 goes in depth discussing credit 

default swaps. Other types of credit derivatives are explained in section 5 

Section 6 addresses credit rating agencies followed by a literature review in section 7.From 

section 8 onward we turn to the empirical part of our study starting with the description of the 

data set and methodology. Section 9 presents the results obtained by our study, which are then 

discussed in section 10. Chapter 11 concludes the Master Thesis. 
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2. Credit and Credit Risk 
Credit is the provision of financial resources by one party to another party, where the second 

party is obligated to repay the resources at a later point in time. Throughout the present 

Master Thesis credit is assumed to be granted in the form of money (granting a loan). 

Furthermore, a situation where one party is acting as an underwriter towards a third party by 

guaranteeing the fulfillment of the loan by a second party is also seen as a credit. A claim 

towards a counterparty originating from the positive value of a derivative is a credit as well 

(Müller, 2000). Credit is granted by the creditor (lender) to the debtor (borrower) and the 

conditions of a specific credit transaction depend on the debtor’s creditworthiness.  

Credit risk can be broadly defined as the risk of financial loss owing to counterparty failure to 

perform its contractual obligations (Jorion, 2006). The creditor’s loss can occur through a loss 

in the principal, interest payments, a decrease in the promised cash flow or an increase in the 

creditor’s collection costs. This can either be the case when the debtor does not fulfill his/her 

obligations at all, only partly, or late in time. In general, the loss in the value of the loan 

incurs through the increase of the probability of a default by the debtor (Burghof, Henke, & 

Rudolph, 2005).  

There exist three types of credit risk, which will be explained in the following: 

 Default risk is the risk that the counterparty (debtor) does not fulfill the terms of the 

credit contract and seizes to carry out the predefined payments at all. The suspension 

of a repayment of a principal or coupon payment on a bond is an example for default 

risk. Default risk is measured by the probability of default. 

 Credit Spread risk is the risk that the credit spread increases with regards to a 

reference yield. This increase in the credit spread results in a loss in market value of 

the claim for the creditor. 

 Downgrade risk is the risk for the creditor that the creditworthiness of the debtor 

decreases. An example would be a decrease of a company by a credit rating agency 

such as Moody’s or Standard & Poor’s. 

According to Schönbucher the following components also contribute to credit risk and will be 

illustrated in the following: (Schönbucher, 2003) 

 Arrival Risk is the risk whether a default will occur or not. This risk is indicated in 

units of time (usually one year) in order to make the risk easily comparable. 
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 Timing Risk describes the insecurity about the point in time a default will occur. This 

is conditional on the arrival risk. 

 Recovery Risk is the uncertainty about the amount of a possible loss of the notional 

amount of the loan for the creditor.  

 Market Risk is the risk that the value of the credit changes, even though a default 

might not even occur. This risk is influenced by timing and recovery risk. 

From a financial institution’s point of view, the lack of diversification of credit risk has been 

the primary culprit for failures (Jorion, 2006). This is mainly due to the fact that financial 

institutions, such as commercial banks, continue to make loans to companies with whom they 

already have an ongoing business relationship, thereby increasing their geographic and 

industry specific concentration. This limits the bank’s ability to diversify credit risks across 

borrowers (Neal, 1996). 

This is why during the last couple of years, the trend for financial institutions has been to 

focus more intensively on sound risk management systems, which led banks to rethink their 

strategies and measure credit risk in a portfolio context instead. As with any other kind of 

financial risk, credit risk, once measured and identified, can be managed and diversified in a 

better way.  

The quantification of credit risk is rather difficult, and significantly different in nature from 

market risk. Until the 1990’s, corporate credit analysis was viewed as an art rather than a 

science because analysts lacked a way to adequately quantify absolute levels of default risk 

(Kealhofer, 2003). In 1973, Black and Scholes developed the idea to view a company’s equity 

as if it was a call option. The rationale behind it is that from an equity investor’s point of 

view, the equity can only be “in the money” once the value of an entity’s assets is bigger than 

the value of the entity’s outstanding debt. If this is not the case, debt holders, due to the 

seniority of debt towards equity, will always be compensated first and hence the value of the 

equity is worthless. This insight marked the basis for the effective measurement of credit risk 

and was in the following refined by other scholars such as, Black & Cox (1976) , Ingersoll Jr. 

(1977) and Merton (1973, 1974). After these refinements the model became to be known as 

the Merton Model. 

Credit risk is complex to measure because it comprises several types of risk factors as 

mentioned above. It follows, that in order to quantify and measure credit risk objectively, co-

movements of the different types of risk factors have to be modeled which requires the use of 
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causative models that take observable financial variables as input data and generate default 

probabilities and correlations (Jorion, 2006).  

Default probabilities can be measured in two ways however, either by using actuarial 

(structural) models or with the help of market prices (reduced-form models). Actuarial models 

forecast objective default probabilities by analyzing factors associated with historical default 

rates (Jorion, 2006). They use the evolution of firms’ structural variables, such as asset and 

debt values, to determine the time of default.  The first structural model is considered to be 

Merton’s groundbreaking work from 1974 (Merton, 1974), where default occurs as soon as 

the firm’s assets are worth less than its outstanding debt. A second approach within the 

structural framework was introduced by Black & Cox (1976), where default occurs as soon as 

a firm’s asset value falls below a certain threshold. Credit Rating Agencies such as Moody’s, 

S&P, or Fitch use these models to classify corporations by credit ratings. But also scholars 

such as Altman (1968) and Skogsvik (2005) developed models which predict bankruptcy 

from a combination of accounting variables.  

In reduced-form models, credit risk is assessed with the help of traded asset prices whose 

value is affected by default. This is interesting, as the assets, such as bonds, credit default 

swaps (CDSs), or equities, reflect the expectations of market participants and hence 

incorporate the market’s perception of the default probability of the reference entity. In a 

reduced-form model, the timing of default is expressed with the help of a hazard rate (default 

intensity), where the parameters governing the hazard rate are inferred from market prices. 

The relation between firm value and default is not considered. It follows that structural 

models predict defaults from endogenously given information, whereas reduced-form models 

are dependent on exogenous information in order to deliver default estimates. 

Default probabilities estimated from historical data are much less than those derived from 

market prices (Hull, Predescu, & White, 2005). It is interesting to note however, that for non-

investment-grade bonds, default probabilities tend to be closer, whereas for investment-grade 

bonds the difference increases as the credit quality of the reference entity improves.  

2.1. Benchmark risk-free rate 
Over the last decades, the most thriving question in the area of credit markets was to quantify 

credit risk. Before the credit derivatives market started to flourish, scholars focused mainly on 

the corporate bond market to solve this issue. In order to determine credit risk, the researchers 

first needed to uncover the different components of corporate bond spreads. A corporate bond 
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spread is the yield on a corporate bond minus the yield on a risk-free bond with the same cash 

flows and maturity. The decomposition of the corporate bond spread is rather difficult and 

time consuming since the choice of the risk-free rate, as well as the identification of the 

several components of a corporate bond spread are not easily identifiable. 

A good approximation for the risk-neutral default intensity per year for a bond is  

푦 − 푟
1 − 푅 

where 푦 is the bond’s yield, r is the yield on a risk-free bond promising the same cash flows 

as the bond, and R is the recovery rate (Hull et al., 2005). Conditional default probabilities 

such as the one described by the approximation above are sometimes also referred to as 

default intensities or hazard rates (Hull, 2006). The idea underlying the approximation is that 

the excess return of a corporate bond over a similar risk-free bond compensates the holder for 

the cost of defaults (Hull et al., 2005). It follows that the choice of the risk-free rate is critical 

to the default intensity per year, as it has a considerable impact on the hazard rate. Usually, 

bond traders use the Treasury rate as the risk-free rate because Treasury bonds are believed to 

have no risk of default. The corporate bond yield spread, the excess return, is then the 

corporate bond yield over the yield on a similar government bond offering the same cash 

flow.  However, scientific researchers sometimes find the Treasury rate not to be the most 

rational choice. Reasons such as tax exemption of Treasury bond coupon income, repo 

specials, and liquidity effects speak against the choice of the Treasury rate (Berndt, Douglas, 

Duffie, Ferguson, & Schranz, 2004). They argue that Treasury rates tend to be lower than 

other rates that have a very low credit risk for a number of reasons (Hull et al., 2005): 

1. Treasury bills and Treasury bonds must be purchased by financial institutions to fulfill 

a variety of regulatory requirements. This increases demand for these Treasury 

instruments driving the price up and the yield down. 

2. The amount of capital a bank is required to hold to support an investment in Treasury 

bills and bonds is substantially smaller than the capital required to support a similar 

investment in other very low-risk instruments. 

3. In the United States, Treasury instruments are given a favorable tax treatment 

compared to most other fixed-income investments because they are not taxed at the 

state level. 
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This is why derivatives traders use the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) instead (Hull, 

2006). LIBOR is the rate at which large financial institutions and banks are prepared to lend 

money to other banks. In order for other banks to qualify for the deposit they have to obtain 

an AA-rating by Standard & Poor’s credit rating agency or an Aa rating by Moody’s credit 

rating agency. LIBOR is quoted in 1-month, 3-month, 6-month, and 12-month rates and large 

financial institutions are offering the rates in all major currencies. Even though, derivatives 

traders regard LIBOR as the appropriate risk-free rate when valuing a security, LIBOR is not 

completely risk free (Blanco, 2005), even though it is close.  

As mentioned above, the most forward looking LIBOR is the 12-month rate which causes 

problems when a security or derivative with a maturity longer than a year is being priced. 

However, market participants can overcome this problem by using the swap rate. The swap 

rate is the average of the fixed rate that a swap market maker is prepared to pay in exchange 

for LIBOR (its bid rate) and the fixed rate that it is prepared to receive in return for paying 

LIBOR (its offer rate) (Hull, 2006). It is important to note that also swap rates are not entirely 

risk-free. However, swaps, being synthetic, are available in virtually unlimited quantities so 

that liquidity is not an issue, and they have the further advantage of being quoted on a 

constant maturity basis (Blanco, 2005).  

In their paper from 2004, Hull, Predescu and White illustrate how to calculate the swap zero 

curve, using LIBOR, Eurodollar futures and swap rates. They argue that the LIBOR zero 

curve out to 1 year, which is the borrowing rate for maturities of less than 12-monts, can be 

extended up to a 5-year zero rate1 with the help of Eurodollar futures. Traders can then use the 

swap rate to further extend the zero curve. Since LIBOR is only applicable to financial 

institutions with a credit rating of AA/Aa and better, one might assume that the rate for loans 

with a longer maturity is the same. This is not true. The n-year swap rate is lower than the n-

year rate at which an AA/Aa-rated financial institution borrows when n > 1. It represents the 

credit risk in a series of short-term loans to AA/Aa borrowers rather than the credit risk in one 

long-term loan to AA/Aa borrowers (Hull et al., 2004). It follows that due to the rate’s 

liquidity and the fact that it is lower than LIBOR, the n-year swap rate is a very good 

approximation for the risk-free rate. This finding is further backed by Houweling & Vorst 

(2005) and Blanco (2005) who use the swap curve as the appropriate risk-free curve.  

                                                
1 Zero rates are the return earned on an investment that starts today and lasts for n years. All the interest and 
principal is realized at the end of n years. There are no intermediate payments (Hull, 2006). 
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3. Fundamentals of Derivatives 
In the following sections the fundamentals of derivatives and credit derivatives in particular, 

will be explained in order to facilitate the understanding of CDSs later on. The section starts 

out by defining the most important terminology regarding derivatives followed by the contract 

elements inherent in a credit derivative. The chapter concludes by illustrating the importance 

of credit derivatives and gives an overview of today’s derivatives market. 

3.1. Definition and Terminology 
A derivative can be defined as a financial instrument whose value depends on (or derives 

from) the values of other, more basic underlying variables (Hull, 2006). Typical derivatives 

are for example options, futures, or swaps. The underlying variables can be concrete, as well 

as synthetic values such as shares, interest rates or indices (Kern, 2003). Essentially, a 

derivative is the contractually defined purchase or sale of traditional financial instruments at a 

certain future point in time for a fixed price. 

3.2. Credit Derivatives 
Credit derivatives are financial contracts that provide insurance against credit-related losses 

(Neal, 1996). A credit derivative is an agreement designed explicitly to shift credit risk 

between parties; its value is derived from the credit performance of one or more corporations, 

sovereign entities, or debt obligations (Mengle, 2007). Credit derivatives are different from 

ordinary derivatives in the sense that their value is not dependent on the underlying asset’s 

interest rate, price, or exchange rate risks, but its credit risk (Burghof et al., 2005). They allow 

for the separation of credit or default risk from an already existing credit relationship between 

two parties by transferring it to a third party. A credit derivative is a contingent claim that 

allows the trading of default risk separately from other sources of uncertainty (Ericsson, 

2009).The opportunity to trade default risk separately increases the possibility to control risk 

and return in a systematic way (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2004).  

With the use of a credit derivative, the risk seller (henceforth the protection buyer) has the 

possibility to transfer the default risk of a reference entity to a third party, the protection 

seller, without actually having to sell the underlying asset (henceforth reference obligation).In 

order to transfer the default risk, the protection buyer is obligated to pay a periodic fee to the 

protection seller. In case the reference entity declares bankruptcy, defaults or another credit 

event occurs, the protection seller agrees to compensate the protection buyer for the loss by 

means of a specified settlement procedure (Mengle, 2007). It follows that the reference entity, 
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which issued the reference obligation, is not part of the agreement and does not need to be 

consulted before the protection buyer and the protection seller enter into a credit derivative 

contract.  

In principle, there exist three groups of credit derivatives: (Hartmann-Wendels, Pfingsten, & 

Weber, 2010) 

Total Return Derivatives: These products sell the cash flow of a loan or a bond from one 

party to another. An example is the total return swap. 

Credit Default Swaps: These products trigger a compensation payment in case of a credit 

default. An example is the credit default swap. 

Credit Spread Derivative: These products trigger a compensation payment in case of a 

change in the yield spread over time. An example is the Credit Spread Option.  

3.3. Contract Elements 
Credit derivatives are exclusively traded at over-the-counter (OTC) markets (Kern, 2003). In 

order to provide smooth transactions, market participants commonly use the standardized 

Master Agreement set up by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) 

(Deutsche Bundesbank, 2004). Once the parties execute the agreement, it serves as the 

contract under which all future OTC derivative deals take place (Mengle, 2007). 

In the following the most important contract elements in a credit derivative transaction are 

presented: 

 Underlying Asset and Reference Instrument 

The underlying asset is the reference obligation owned by the protection buyer which is to be 

insured with the means of a credit derivative. Before entering into the agreement, a reference 

instrument has to be determined whose change in value serves as a benchmark for a credit 

event. Even though, underlying asset and reference instrument can be the same, they usually 

differ from each other. Typically, reference instruments take the form of a credit rating, a 

loan, or a bond (Kern, 2003). In the case where the instrument is not a credit rating, the 

reference instrument and underlying asset should have a strong default correlation and the 

same credit rating (Müller, 2000). 
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 Credit Event2 

The credit event is defined in the contract and obligates the protection seller to pay a 

compensation payment to the protection buyer in case the credit event occurs before maturity 

of the contract (Müller, 2000). Several events can be defined as a credit event and the 

occurrence has to be confirmed by a public information source (Kern, 2003). In order not to 

underestimate the importance of the credit event ISDA provides recognized standards that the 

parties can refer to. Typical credit events are default or downgrade of the reference entity. 

 Credit Event Payment 

As mentioned above, the protection seller is obligated to pay a compensation payment to the 

protection buyer in case a credit event occurs. The credit event payment can be executed by 

means of physical settlement or cash settlement. If a credit event triggers physical settlement, 

the protection buyer delivers to the protection seller the defaulted debt of the reference entity 

with a face value equal to the notional amount. In return, the protection seller pays the par 

value – that is, the face amount – of the debt (Mengle, 2007). 

Is the credit event settled by a cash payment, the amount of the payment is either the 

difference between the nominal amount of the underlying asset and its market value after the 

occurrence of the credit event, or a fixed percentage of the nominal amount (Müller, 2000).  

 Credit Fee 

In order to transfer the credit risk to the protection seller, the protection buyer has to pay a 

credit fee. The credit fee is expressed in basis points (bps) and calculated as a percentage of 

the nominal amount of the underlying asset. These payments are typically made in arrears 

every quarter, every half year, or every year (Hull, 2006). The total face value of the credit 

derivative is called notional principal and gives insights on the amount of the underlying asset 

that is actually insured. 

3.4. Market Overview 
The most exciting developments in the derivatives markets since the late 1990s have been in 

the credit derivatives area (Hull, 2006). According to the ISDA, the notional amount 

outstanding of credit derivatives has grown from $180 billion in 1997 to over $62.2 trillion in 

2007. 

                                                
2 An exhaustive list of credit events is mentioned in the section on Credit Default Swaps 
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The development of the ISDAs’ Master Agreements for credit derivatives has led to more 

transparency, standardized frameworks, and liquidity. Due to these developments credit 

derivatives have captured a significant level of importance in the markets. This rapid growth 

has among others been accelerated by the implementation of the Basel II framework as well 

as several credit defaults such as Enron or Worldcom (Gruber, Gruber, & Braun, 2005).  

Credit derivatives have facilitated the diversification of credit risk and enable market 

participants to increase or decrease exposure to any asset type. Furthermore, the dramatic 

increase of activity and interest in credit derivatives markets have provided banks with cheap 

opportunities for hedging credit associated risks (Instefjord, 2005). The wide variety of credit 

derivatives results not only from the possibility to isolate risks, but also to reallocate them 

(Deutsche Bundesbank, 2004). 

Figure 3.1 shows the impressive growth of credit derivatives over recent years.

 

Figure 3.1 - Credit derivative growth. (Mengle, 2007) 
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Table 3.1 shows the credit derivative breakdown by product type. 

 

Table 3.1 Credit derivative product mix (Mengle, 2007) 

The market share is expressed in percentage and shows that CDSs are the credit derivatives 

traded the most. According to British Bankers’ Association, CDSs on indices have recently 

passed CDSs on single names as the dominant product type (Mengle, 2007). 
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4. Credit Default Swap 

4.1. CDS Description 
A CDS is an OTC derivative security designed to transfer the credit risk of a reference entity 

(corporate or sovereign) from one party to another (O'Kane & Turnbull, 2003). Its structure 

represents the simplest form of a credit derivative upon which other credit derivatives, as for 

example the credit linked note, are built (Müller, 2000). In a CDS contract, the protection 

buyer pays periodic payments to the protection seller until the contract is terminated or a 

contractually predefined credit event occurs, whichever is earlier. If the credit event occurs 

before the expiration of the CDS contract, the buyer of protection receives from the seller of 

protection the difference between the face value and the market value of the underlying debt 

(Berndt et al., 2004).The total amount paid per year, as a percentage of the notional principal, 

to buy protection is known as the CDS spread (Hull, 2006). The amount of the risk premium 

depends on the default probability and the potential loss in case of a shortfall in payment. The 

higher these factors are, the higher the risk premium (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2004).  

 

s 

 

 

For the protection buyer, the CDS contract provides insurance against the risk of a default of 

the reference entity. A default of the reference entity is known as a credit event (Hull, 2006). 

Credit events are defined by the ISDA Master Agreement which has to be executed before the 

two counterparties engage into the swap. The following credit events can be agreed upon in 

the CDS contract (Hull, 2006): 

 Bankruptcy 

 Failure to Pay 

 Obligation Acceleration 

 Obligation Default 

 Repudiation 

 Restructuring(Hull, 2006) 

Default protection 

buyer 

Periodic payment 
Default protection 

seller Payment if default by reference entity 

Figure 4.1 Credit Default Swap (Hull, 2006) 
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In a CDS, the buyer of the insurance obtains the right to sell a particular bond issued by the 

reference entity for its par value when a credit event occurs. The bond is known as the 

reference obligation and the total par value of the bond that can be sold is known as the 

swap’s notional principal (Hull & White, 2000). The reference obligation, which can be a 

bond issued by a sovereign or a corporation, does not have to be a specified security. The 

CDS can also refer to several, similar titles of the reference entity (Meissner, 2005). It is 

important to note that since CDS contracts are generally written on bond classes rather than 

on a specific issue (Tang & Yan, 2006). A particular bond is only specified as reference 

obligation if the protection buyer is owner of this exact bond and wishes insurance against 

default (Burghof et al., 2005). Using a bond as the underlying facilitates the valuation of the 

CDS. This is due to the active trading of bond securities in the secondary market (Meissner, 

2005).  

In case where a credit event does not occur until maturity of the CDS contract, the protection 

seller receives the periodic payments from the protection buyer without performing a service 

himself. In that sense, CDSs are very similar to insurance contracts under which the insured 

agent pays an insurance premium in return for coverage against a loss that occurs at a credit 

event (Duffie, 1999). It follows that the protection buyer can merely insure himself against 

default risk but not against a loss in value of the reference obligation in general, unless 

otherwise agreed in the contract. Since the CDS spread changes with the credit quality of the 

reference entity, though, there exists a certain protection against a downgrade. The worse the 

new rating announcement, the bigger the increase in the CDS spread but the periodic 

payments stay the same (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2004). 

In the case of a credit event, the protection seller is obligated to pay a credit event payment to 

the protection buyer and the CDS contract is usually terminated. It follows that the protection 

buyer’s obligation to pay the contractually defined premium payments forfeits as well 

(Burghof et al., 2005). However, for corporate names underlying, it is not unusual to see 

default swaps in which the payment at default is reduced by the accrued portion of the credit-

swap premium (Duffie, 1999). 

The credit event payment is usually settled in two ways; by a physical delivery or in cash. If 

the terms of the swap require physical delivery, the swap buyer delivers the bonds to the seller 

in exchange for their par value. When there is cash settlement, the calculation agent polls 

dealers to determine the mid-market price of the reference obligation some specified number 
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of days after the credit event (Hull & White, 2000). The cash settled default swap has the 

same economic value as the physical delivery at credit event but is settled in cash (O'Kane & 

Turnbull, 2003). The protection buyer in a CDS specified with physical delivery has the 

option to choose the cheapest asset to deliver into the protection in return for payment of the 

face value in cash. Usually, the CDS specifies that a number of different bonds can be 

delivered in the event of a default. The bonds typically have the same seniority, but they may 

not sell for the same percentage of face value immediately after a default. This gives the 

holder of a CDS a cheapest-to-deliver bond option. When a default occurs the buyer of 

protection (or the calculation agent in the event of cash settlement) will review alternative 

deliverable bonds and choose for delivery the one that can be purchased most cheaply (Hull, 

2006).  

A variation to the plain vanilla CDS is the binary CDS, which is structured in a similar way as 

a regular CDS except that the payoff is a fixed dollar amount (Hull & White, 2000). With this 

variation, the protection buyer can reduce his/her insurance costs since the credit event 

payments can be reduced. In return, the protection seller receives lower premium payments 

until maturity or the occurrence of a credit event, whichever is earlier.   

This variation indicates the importance of the recovery rate. Unlike the spread or interest rate 

term structure, this is not a market observable input (O'Kane & Turnbull, 2003). The 

valuation of a vanilla CDS is relatively insensitive to the expected recovery rate, but this is 

not so for a binary CDS (Hull & White, 2000). In this case, the payoff of the CDS is totally 

independent of the recovery rate since the payoff is fixed in advance. Normally, when pricing 

a credit derivative or a bond, market participants calculate with a recovery rate of 40%. 

CDSs are traded at the OTC market and depending on whether you buy or sell protection you 

are taking on either a short or a long position (Meissner, 2005). At the beginning of a CDS, 

the contract is more or less worthless and only after a while it might either have a positive or a 

negative value. The protection buyer is taking a short position regarding the credit quality of 

the reference entity. It follows that once the credit quality deteriorates the value of the CDS 

(in other words the spread) increases and the premium payment that the protection buyer is 

paying is below the premium traded on the market. The protection buyer could sell the swap 

at the higher new price and realize a profit. Similarly, the protection seller who is taking on a 

long position could buy a lower new CDS from the market once the credit quality of the 

reference entity has improved and realize a profit.  
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Finally, the counterparty risk in CDSs will be considered. This can be done from the view of 

the protection buyer, as well as from the view of the protection seller (Burghof et al., 2005). 

From the protection buyer’s point of view, the risk of losing money due to the reference 

entity’s default is excluded once he/she enters into a CDS contract by transferring the risk to 

the protection seller. However, there still exists the possibility that not only the reference 

entity but also the protection seller will default. It is important to note that the probability of a 

simultaneous default of the protection seller and the reference entity is never higher than the 

probability of a default by the protection seller alone. It follows that the counterparty risk 

carried by the protection buyer is exactly the value of the CDS.  

After having entered into a CDS contract, the protection seller is carrying the risk of default 

of the reference entity. In the case where the protection seller receives the premium payments 

in advance he/she does not carry any counterparty risk. A counterparty risk for the protection 

seller is only inherent when the protection buyer transfers periodic premium payments. Here, 

in case of a default of the protection buyer, the counterparty risk for the protection seller 

equals the value of the upcoming periodic premium payment. 

4.2. Pricing Credit Default Swaps 

4.2.1. The Rational 

As explained before, a CDS involves two counterparties: The protection buyer and the 

protection seller. While the first one usually pays a fixed periodic fee and receives a 

contingent payment in case of a credit event on the reference asset, the second receives the 

fixed periodic fee and makes the contingent payment in case of a credit event on the reference 

asset. Although such characteristics seem very straightforward it is important to acknowledge 

that the value of an existing contract will change as market conditions change. 

The interesting feature about CDSs is that they allow for credit risk unbundling. One can 

easily understand that buying an A-rated corporate bond can be an equivalent investment 

strategy to buying a Treasury bond and selling a CDS contingent on the default of an A-rated 

bond. 

The essence of pricing a CDS is then to value the credit risk of a given bond or loan. As any 

bond or loan has interest risk, funding risk and credit risk, one needs to isolate the credit risk 

to accurately price the CDS that allows the transfer of this risk between investors. 
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To do so and starting with a bond, one can apply the following rational: Remove the interest 

rate risk by swapping the bond with a floating interest rate investment. Remove the funding 

cost by assuming a funding of LIBOR and what remains is the theoretical price of credit risk. 

This procedure is exemplified in Figure 4.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Such pricing approach is a solid base to understand the fundamentals but in reality more 

sophisticated techniques are used, as presented below. 

Given that many factors drive the basis of CDS pricing, asset swap prices are not a reliable 

benchmark to price a CDS. To achieve more accurate results, an approach based on default 

probabilities is needed. More explicitly, three questions need to be answered in order to 

correctly price a CDS: 

1- What is the probability of a credit event? 

2- If a credit event occurs, how much is the protection seller likely to pay? 

3- If a credit event occurs, when does it happen? 

A simple formula that reaches across these questions is: 

퐶퐷푆 푃푟푒푚푖푢푚 = 푃퐷 × (1− 푅푅) 

Where PD is the probability of default and RR is the recovery rate. 

4.2.2. Default Probabilities 

In order to obtain the default probabilities one can observe credit spreads in the corporate 

bond market. In these markets riskless investments such as the American Treasury bills 

establish a benchmark for all other investments. The difference between the interest rate on 

the benchmark and the other investments is called the credit spread and will vary according to 

factors such as credit rating and maturity – the term structure of credit spreads. Investments 

with lower credit rating and longer maturity will exhibit higher credit spreads. 

Figure 4.2Credit Default Swap decomposition 
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In order to derive the default probability from corporate spreads, it is assumed that there is a 

riskless investment with a risk free rate equal to z and a corporate bond which yields a rate 

equal to z+r, where r represents the corporate spread. If both investments have a maturity t 

and continuously compounded rates are assumed, the discount factors would then be 푒  for 

the risk free asset and  푒( )  for the corporate bond. 

It is further assumed that there is no recovery value for the risky investment and that the 

default probability is p. It follows that the rational investor would be indifferent between the 

following two investments: 

푒  

푒( ) + 푝 × 0 

The probability of default for the corporate bond (assuming no recovery) can now be found 

by setting the two expressions equal and solving for p. The result is: 

푝 = 1− 푒  

At this point the recovery rate can be embedded into the pricing approach. Assuming a setting 

with the same two securities but where there is a recovery rate equal to R in case of default of 

the corporate bond, the rational investor should be indifferent between the following two 

investments: 

푒 = (1− 푝)푒  

(1 − 푝)푒( ) + 푝푅푒( )  

Applying the same rational as before it follows that: 

푝 =
1− 푒

1 − 푅  

It should be noted at this point that a CDS is a multi-period investment, with the two possible 

outcomes “survival” and “default” in any given period as exemplified below where St 

represents the event “survival”, Dt the event “default”, qt the probability of default in the time 

period t  and (1- qt) the probability of survival during time period t. 

Please note that the probability of survival can be calculated as the product of the probabilities 

of survival in each period as follows: 
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푃푆 = (1 − 푞 ) × (1 − 푞 ) × (1 − 푞 ) × (1− 푞 ) × … (1− 푞 ) 

 

 The probability of default in a given period is then the probability of survival up until the 

period before that one followed by default: 

푃퐷 = 푃푆 − 푃푆  

4.2.3. CDS Premium 

Once the default probabilities are found it is possible to find the fair premium for a CDS. At 

this point it is easier to visualize the CDS as a series of contingent cash flows where there can 

be two different scenarios: the one with no credit event Figure 4.4 and the one where a credit 

event takes place Figure 4.5 

 

Figure 4.4 CDS where no default occurs 

 

Figure 4.5 CDS where default occurs 

In the above scenarios s represents the CDS premium, k is the day count fraction between the 

last periodic payment and default, and R is the recovery rate. To determine the fair CDS 

premium one needs to take into account both possibilities and hence calculate both, the 

premium income stream and the cost of defaults. 

The expected present value of CDS premiums over time can then be calculated as: 

Figure 4.3 Multiperiod default probability 
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푃푉푆 = 푆 푇 , 푣 푃푆  

Where 푃푉푆 is the expected present value of the stream of CDS premiums, 푆  is the CDS 

premium rate per period for an N-year CDS, 푣  is the discount factor for period j, 푃푆  is the 

probability of survival through period j and 푇 , is the length of time period j as a fraction of 

a year. 

On the other hand, if a default occurs in period j, the expected payout will be: 

(1 − 푅)푣 푃퐷  

But as a default can occur in any period the present value of the costs of default, represented 

as 푃푉퐷, is then given by: 

푃푉퐷 = (1− 푅) 푣 푃퐷  

If a CDS is fairly priced, then the expected value of the premium stream and the expected 

value of the cost of defaults must be equal. Setting both equations equal and solving for 푆  

results in the following expression from which the CDS premium can be derived: 

푆 =
(1− 푅)∑ 푣 푃퐷
∑ 푇 , 푣 푃푆

 

4.2.4. Implied Default Probabilities 

Up until this point it is assumed that one could start with default probabilities inferred from 

the bond market and proceed with calculations until the CDS premium is found. This 

approach obviously assumes that default probabilities implied by bonds are a reliable data 

source. In practice however, and as previously discussed, the CDS market is the most liquid 

market and as such, theoretically, the default probabilities implied by CDSs should be much 

more accurate than the ones implied by bonds. To determine the implied default probability 

by a CDS one can rearrange the previous formula, solving for 푃퐷  

푃퐷 =
푆 [∑ 푇 , 푣 푃푆 + 푣 푇 , 푃푆 ] − (1 − 푅)∑ 푣 푃퐷

푣 [푆 푇 , + (1 − 푅)]  
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This approach is used in reality when marking CDS to market. When the CDS curve changes, 

the existing contracts will have a mark to market profit or loss. To calculate such profit or 

loss, one should use the current CDS quotes in order to build a new set of default probabilities 

and the current interest rates to build a new set of discount factors. These new elements can 

then be used to calculate the present value of the CDS premium over time, as well as the 

present value of the costs of default. The difference between these two represents the profit or 

loss. 
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5. Types of Credit Derivatives 
In the following, other types of credit derivatives than CDSs will be illustrated and explained. 

Historically, the Asset Swap is seen as a predecessor of credit derivatives and hence described 

first. 

5.1. Asset Swap 
Asset Swaps are sometimes classified as credit derivatives although they are in fact interest-

rate derivatives. The reason for this classification is that asset swaps are relevant to credit 

derivatives because they are related by arbitrage to CDSs (Mengle, 2007). An asset swap is a 

derivative security that can be viewed, in its simplest version, as a portfolio consisting of a 

fixed-rate note and an interest-rate swap that pays fixed and receives floating, to the stated 

maturity of the underlying fixed-rate note (Duffie, 1999).  

 

An important difference between asset swaps and CDSs is that even if a credit event occurs 

and the reference obligation defaults, the payment of the net interest-rate coupons still 

continue until maturity. Figure 5.1 illustrates an asset swap. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Usually, the fixed coupon is higher than the interest-rate swap which is why the asset swap 

buyer receives LIBOR plus the asset swap spread (the difference between the fixed coupon 

and the interest swap rate with the same maturity). Since the interest-rate swap eliminates the 

interest-rate risk of the bond, the asset swap buyer is only left with the credit risk of the bond. 

Asset Swap  

Seller 

 

Asset Swap 

Buyer LIBOR + x bps (asset swap spread) 

Bond of 

Reference Entity 

Bond coupon (fixed) 

Bond 
coupon 
(fixed) 

 

Figure 5.1 Asset Swap 
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The asset swap spread though, compensates the bondholder for the credit risk; for this reason, 

the asset swap spread should be related by arbitrage to the CDS spread (Mengle, 2007).  

5.2. Total Return Swap 
A total return swap (TRS) is an agreement to exchange the total return on a bond (or any 

portfolio of assets) for LIBOR plus a spread (Hull, 2006). The party “buying” credit risk 

makes periodic floating rate payments (LIBOR) multiplied by some notional principal. The 

party “selling” credit risk makes periodic payments tied to the total return to some underlying 

reference credit, multiplied by some notional principal (Duffee, 2001). It follows that in a 

TRS, not only credit risk but also market risk is transferred. This is different from CDSs and 

as a result payments between the two parties are executed even if a credit event does not 

occur. In case where the market value of the underlying reference obligation has changed at 

the end of the life of the swap, a compensation payment between the two parties will be 

executed. If a value depreciation has occurred, the party “buying” credit risk (total return 

receiver) will have to compensate the credit risk “seller” (total return payer). In case of a 

value appreciation it is the other way round. Figure 5.2 illustrates the cash flows of a TRS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The spread paid by the total return receiver is to compensate the total return payer for the 

receiver’s risk of default. Additionally, should the reference entity default, the return receiver 

is obligated to pay the difference between the notional principal and the market value of the 

reference obligation to the total return payer. The spread therefore depends on the credit 

 

Credit Risk Buyer 

(Total Return 

Receiver) 

Credit Risk Seller 

(Total Return 

Payer) 

Reference 

Obligation 

Coupon + value appreciation 

LIBOR + spread + value 

depreciation 

Coupon 

Figure 5.2 Total Return Swap 
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quality of the receiver, the credit quality of the reference entity, and the default correlation 

between the two (Hull, 2006).  

As depicted in Figure 5.2, the payments to compensate the counterparty for a change in the 

market value of the reference obligation are made periodically, instead of at the end of the life 

of the swap. Furthermore, there exists the opportunity to agree to a physical settlement as an 

alternative to a cash settlement, where the payer delivers the reference obligation to the 

receiver at the end of the contract in exchange for the notional principal of the underlying. 

The most common total return receivers are hedge funds seeking exposure to the reference 

obligation on terms more favorable than by funding a direct purchase of the obligation; this 

tactic is sometimes known as “renting the balance sheet” of the total return payer, which is 

normally a well-capitalized institution such as a bank (Mengle, 2007).  

5.3. Credit Spread Products 
There exist two forms of credit spread derivatives, namely credit spread forwards and credit 

spread options. Credit spreads are options whose payout is tied to the spread between a risky 

and a risk-free government bond (Nelken, 1999). The central concept underlying credit spread 

products is the ability to use credit spread derivatives to trade, hedge, or monetize 

expectations on future credit spreads (Das, 2005).  

 

A credit spread option enables the protection buyer to buy insurance against the risk of a 

change in the credit spread of the underlying asset against a benchmark reference (e.g. 

LIBOR). In exchange for the payment of an option premium, the investor receives the right 

for compensation should the credit spread actually change in the expected direction. The 

compensation payment is the difference between the credit spread and the fixed strike spread, 

multiplied by the notional principal.  

It follows that, if a market participant expects the credit spread of a reference entity to a 

benchmark reference to decrease then he/she should buy a call option on the credit spread. 

Should the strike spread, which is agreed upon at the beginning of the contract, be bigger than 

the spot spread at the exercise date, the call option is in the money. 

A put option on a credit spread works alike, with the difference that the expectation regarding 

the credit spread is now increasing instead of decreasing with respect to the benchmark 
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reference. If, at the exercise date, the strike spread is smaller than the spot spread, the put 

option is in the money. 

The central concept of credit spread derivatives is the isolation and capture of value from 

(Das, 2005) 

 Relative credit value changes independent of changes in interest rates 

 Trading forward credit spread expectations 

 Trading the volatility of credit spreads. 

5.4. Credit linked Note 
Credit derivatives can be imbedded in notes, which are generally referred to as credit-linked 

notes (CLNs) (Tavakoli, 1998). One of the reasons for why CLNs are so popular is that 

institutions which are by regulation not allowed to enter into credit derivative contracts can 

still participate in the derivative market through CLNs. In the early 1990s an entire structured 

note market was developed to cater to those clients (Nelken, 1999). 

As mentioned above, CLNs are a combination of a fixed income security and an embedded 

credit derivative. In order to understand the rationale behind CLNs, the advantages of credit 

derivatives have to be considered from both sides, namely the investor’s and the dealer’s. The 

need to manage credit risk for financial institutions such as banks has become more difficult 

over the past decades. As banks’ credit portfolios concentrate on specific geographic areas, as 

well as on industry sectors, the need for diversification of credit risk in illiquid credit markets 

is inevitable in order to hedge against credit risk exposure. With a credit linked note the bank 

avoids the credit exposure altogether (Nelken, 1999). 

This condition, combined with an ever increasing interest in credit risk from the investors’ 

side, fostered the transfer and trading of credit risk. CLNs are primarily driven by investors. 

The major attraction of this format of credit derivatives is the capacity to create synthetic 

exposure to the underlying credit. The fact that this can be done using an acceptable and 

traditional securities format is especially attractive (Das, 2005).  

There exist several types of CLNs where Credit Linked Structured Notes, Synthetic Bonds 

and Collateralized Debt Obligations are to be mentioned as the most frequently ones issued.  
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As the volume of Collateralized Debt Obligations traded has been steadily increasing over the 

last couple of years and because of the derivative’s strong contribution to the recent financial 

crisis, the next subsection is devoted to this particular type of CLNs. 

5.4.1. Collateralized Debt Obligations 

A collateralized debt obligation (CDO) is a way of creating securities with widely different 

risk characteristics from a portfolio of debt instruments (Hull & White, 2004). Whereas CLNs 

usually replicate the exposure to one reference obligation, a CDO pools and repackages the 

credit risk of entire portfolios of bonds, mortgages or derivatives. Financial institutions issue 

CDOs in order to reduce the concentration of credit risk exposure and investors buy these 

derivatives because they can gain exposure to credit risks with significant yield enhancement 

opportunities that are not offered by any other instruments traded in the-fixed income market. 

Additionally, CDOs help investors to overcome market imperfections associated with the 

illiquidity of bonds and loans. Illiquidity makes it costly for credit investors to assemble a 

portfolio that meets their diversification and risk-return targets (Gibson, 2004).  

A CDO is backed by portfolios of assets that may include a combination of bonds, loans, 

securitized receivables, asset-backed securities, tranches of other CDOs, or credit derivatives 

referencing any of the former (Tavakoli, 2003). In other words, a CDO securitizes a credit 

portfolio of multiple reference obligations, where securitization is the creation and issuance of 

securities backed by these obligations. In the securitization process, the credit risk of the 

reference obligations is pooled together and repackaged into tranches of different risk profiles.  

CDOs/credit portfolio securitization structures are characterized by a number of distinctive 

features (Das, 2005): 

 The transaction encompasses a portfolio of credit risks rather than an individual credit 

risk. 

 

 The transaction may be: 

1. Issuer driven – the transaction is primarily motivated to transfer credit risk or 

access funding. 

2. Investor driven – the transaction is primarily motivated to provide structured 

exposure to credit risk in a form required by investors. 
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3. Arbitrage driven – the transaction is dealer driven to provide profits from 

differences between the market price of the underlying assets and the price at 

which the securitized risk can be sold in structured form. 

 

 The credit portfolio securitization structures are predicated upon credit derivative 

techniques (in particular, CDSs and CLN technology), asset repackaging structures 

and securitization technology (particularly the techniques used in collateralized bond 

obligations and collateralized loan obligations transactions). 

 

 The use of tranching techniques to create highly structured types of credit risk profiles. 

An example of a CDO is shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3 CDO 

 

 

Here, three types of securities are created by means of securitization of 6 reference 

obligations. The CDO consists of three tranches - senior, mezzanine, and equity – where the 

risk profile increases from the senior to the equity tranche. Assume that the equity tranche has 

10% of the total principal of the portfolio of reference obligations and absorbs all credit losses 

from the portfolio during the life of the CDO until they have reached 10% of the total 

principal. The mezzanine tranche has 15% of the total principal and absorbs all credit losses 
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in excess of 10%, which are covered by the equity tranche, up to a maximum of 25% of the 

total principal. The senior tranche has 75% of the total principal and absorbs all credit losses 

in excess of 25% of the total principal of the portfolio of reference obligations. It follows that 

the equity tranche has the highest risk profile as small default losses on the reference portfolio 

can already have a significant impact on the investor’s payoffs. The lowest risk profile is 

inherent in the senior tranche as the investors will only lose part of the promised payoffs if 

credit losses exceed 25% of the portfolio’s principal. 

There exist two types of CDOs, namely cash CDOs and synthetic CDOs. Cash CDOs are 

created from portfolios consisting of corporate bonds or loans, whereas a synthetic CDOs’ 

reference portfolio is made up of CDSs. It follows that synthetic CDOs are classified as credit 

derivatives. CDO “investors” take on exposure to a particular tranche, effectively selling 

credit protection to the CDO “issuer”. The CDO “issuer”, in turn, hedges its risk by selling 

credit protection on the reference portfolio in the form of single-name CDSs. Parties on the 

other side of these hedging transactions are the ultimate “sellers” of credit risk to the CDO 

“investor”, with the CDO “issuer” acting as intermediary (Gibson, 2004).  
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6. Credit Rating Agencies 
In the following section, credit rating agencies (CRAs), in particular Standard & Poor’s, 

Moody’s, and Fitch, will be examined. These three rating agencies are the leading providers 

of credit ratings, research, and risk analysis that provide forward-looking opinions and 

research about credit risk. CRAs issue credit ratings on corporations, sovereigns, structured 

financings, mutual funds, insurance companies, managed funds and many others. These credit 

ratings are made available to the public, as are the periodic revisions of these ratings. Entities 

and instruments are classified into discrete rating categories that correspond to the expected 

loss, i.e. a combined estimate of the likelihood of the entity failing to pay its obligations and 

the loss in the event of default (Crouhy, Galai, & Mark, 2001). The rating categories are a 

shorthand to quantify credit risk (Krahnen & Weber, 2001).  

In the case of Moody’s the best rating is Aaa. Bonds with this rating are considered to have 

almost no chance of defaulting in the near future. The next best rating is Aa. After that come 

A, Baa, Ba, B, and Caa. The S&P ratings corresponding to Moody’s Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, Ba, B, 

and Caa are AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B, and CCC respectively. To create finer rating 

categories Moody’s divides its Aa category into Aa1, Aa2, Aa3; it divides A into A1, A2, and 

A3; and so on. Similarly S&P divides its AA category into AA+, AA, and AA-; it divides its 

A category into A+, A, and A-; etc. Only the Moody’s Aaa and S&P AAA categories are not 

subdivided. Ratings below Baa3 (Moody’s) and BBB- (S&P) are referred to as “below 

investment-grade” (Hull et al., 2004). Please note that S&P adopted the credit rating 

categories from Fitch ratings, thus Fitch is using the same ratings as S&P. The use of symbols 

succinctly communicates opinions and allows for comparability across markets and 

industries. 

In recent years the use of credit ratings has expanded, mostly due to the globalization of 

financial markets, the growing complexity of financial products, and generally an increasing 

usage of ratings in financial regulation and contracting (Frost, 2007). These developments 

also gave rise to an increasing complexity of rating information which can be seen in CRAs 

providing additional information such as rating outlooks, and rating reviews. 

Review listings (watchlists) give short-term (three months on average) indications of future 

credit rating changes and are usually triggered either by discrete corporate events or by trends 

in a corporation’s operations or financial conditions. Over the years, review listings have 

grown into heavily used instruments to transmit information to financial markets. Rating 
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outlooks represent agencies’ opinions over the medium-term (they are generally terminated 

after 12-18 months and are weaker statements than rating reviews) (Bannier & Hirsch, 2010).  

The goal of CRAs is to overcome asymmetric information between both market sides by 

evaluating financial claims according to standardized quality categories. CRAs’ most 

important job is the evaluation of fixed-income securities (Kuhner, 2001). It is important to 

note however that CRAs can neither prevent a particular security from being issued, nor can 

they stop securities from being purchased. The assignment of an entity to a rating category 

constitutes merely non-verifiable, non-auditable, i.e. soft information. In most cases, agencies 

act on the request of the evaluated firm, since the evaluation by one of the internationally 

recognized agencies serves as an entry ticket to many financial market segments. This 

mandate is valid for several years, where an entity’s rating is monitored and corrected if there 

are significant changes in the entity’s financial situation (Kuhner, 2001).  

As mentioned above, CRAs’ business model relies on an “issuer pay” model. Historically, it 

was the duty of investors to pay CRAs for the rating if they were interested in an entity’s 

creditworthiness. This “investor pay” model changed during the 1970s and ever since then the 

issue of CRAs’ impartiality when it comes to executing ratings in an objective manner is 

heavily discussed. Furthermore, the possibility inherent in CRAs to rate entities even without 

being “hired” by them introduces the opportunity to “punish” disobedient firms (Kuhner, 

2001).  

CRAs provide qualitative statements on the creditworthiness of entities and their financial 

obligations (Bannier & Hirsch, 2010). It follows that credit ratings have an important function 

from investors’ points of views as well as from a regulatory perspective. Originally, credit 

ratings were directed at long-term investors and hence provide an opinion on the 

creditworthiness of an entity over long investment horizons. This implies that credit ratings 

should be stable rather than volatile in order for investors to be able to make decisions in a 

long-term perspective.  

The Basel Committee on banking supervision agrees with this view and confirms that agency 

ratings are not estimates of short-term default risk, but should rather be characterized as 

looking “through-the-cycle” (Löffler, 2004a). The “through-the-cycle” approach is supposed 

to avoid potential biases coming from sudden cyclical influences that an entity might be 

exposed to. Instead, “through-the-cycle” ratings respond to permanent shocks only, whereas 

current condition ratings (as for example measures based on market indicators) respond to 
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both, permanent and transitory shocks (Löffler, 2004a). It follows that the “through-the-cycle 

approach neglects cyclical variations in credit quality when assigning ratings which results in 

a decrease in rating volatility (Löffler, 2005) which is favorable to long-term investors as well 

as for regulatory purposes.  

When applying the “through-the-cycle” approach the biggest challenge in measuring credit 

risk is the identification of systematic risk exposures over the business cycle (Amato & 

Furfine, 2004). This implies that the rating of an entity should be independent of economic 

conditions, since the assignment of a rather high rating to an entity during a period of 

favorable economic conditions is not effective if that upgrade is only temporary. Additionally, 

the rating should be independent of the state of the business cycle but conditional on its 

underlying financial and business characteristics. The “through-the-cycle” approach is 

intended to distinguish the relatively risky firms from the relatively safe which is why credit 

ratings are not supposed to vary in a procyclical manner (Amato & Furfine, 2004).  

However, Amato & Furfine (2004) (Amato & Furfine, 2004), Cantor & Mann (2003) (R. 

Cantor & Mann, 2003b) and Nickell, Perraudin, and Varotto (2000) (Nickell, Perraudin, & 

Varotto, 2000) empirically prove that this is in fact the case. They also show however, that 

they are not as procyclical as market-based measures of risk. Figure 6.1 shows downgrades 

and defaults across the business cycle and suggests that during recessions, rating changes by 

S&P are far more likely to be downgrades than upgrades3. 

                                                
3 The grey shaded areas in the graph indicate periods of recessions as defined by the National Bureau of 
Economic Research (NBER) 

Figure 6.1 Downgrades and defaults across business cycle (Amato, Jeffery D. 2004) 
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CRAs state that they take a rating action only when it is unlikely to be reversed shortly 

afterwards. Löffler (2005) argues that this circumstance, coupled with an empirically proven 

serial dependence of rating events across agencies4 fails to disclose changes in the issuers’ 

default probability (Löffler, 2005).  

This is why investors and regulators are growing concerned about the quality of external 

credit ratings (Güttler & Wahrenburg, 2007). The main issues are stability and timeliness of 

the ratings, and even though CRAs suggest that they manage to balance these conflicting aims 

(R. Cantor, 2001), the factors seem to be difficult to combine. Critics claim that CRAs react to 

slowly or neglect relevant information (Löffler, 2004b). While it is probable that executing 

credit ratings more aggressively and in a timely manner would increase the effectiveness of 

governance rules, the stability of ratings is an important issue as well, since portfolio 

governance rules are imposed on financial institutions (e.g. buy and sell restrictions of non-

investment-grade bonds) to control their insolvency risks. Aggressive rating would lead to 

more volatility in the ratings, triggering more transactions imposed by governance rules and 

thus making it more costly for financial institutions (Löffler, 2004b). Similarly, an increase in 

rating volatility could be damaging for investors as well, since, as mentioned above, investors 

rely on the long-term horizon of credit ratings.   

After the recent financial crisis but also after cases such as the failure of Enron or WorldCom, 

critics argue that CRAs have failed in providing their offered services properly. Instead of 

sending warning signals to regulators and investors prior to the events, no rating changes were 

made until after the turbulence (Kuhner, 2001). Following this argument, the question 

whether market-based measures of risk would serve as better indicators of a corporation’s 

creditworthiness is raised.  

In the following section, papers that have empirically investigated the components of credit 

risk will be presented. Starting with studies on the corporate bond market the paper will 

continue by illustrating findings of the relationship between the corporate bond market and 

the CDS market. Finally, the studies by Hull et al. (2004), Norden & Weber (2004), Micu et 

al. (2004), and di Cesare (2006), which analyze the relationship between credit rating 

announcements and the CDS market, will be discussed.  

  

                                                
4 For a detailed explanation of the empirical study, see (Güttler & Wahrenburg, 2007) 
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7. Literature Review 
The question whether yield spreads are only explained by credit risk or whether other 

components have an impact on pricing risky instruments as well, has been intensively tackled 

in the past. Theory suggests that the three determinants of credit risk are a firm’s financial 

leverage, volatility, and the risk-free rate. Obviously, from an investor point of view the 

question whether other factors contribute to the corporate spread as well, are of fundamental 

importance when building portfolios, but also from a Corporate Finance perspective it is 

important to know whether non-default components exist in corporate spreads, since these 

could directly affect capital structure decisions (F. Longstaff, 2006).  In order to reveal the 

components of credit spreads the paper proceeds by illustrating several findings that have 

been discovered by leading researchers in this area. First, empirical studies on corporate bond 

yield spreads will be examined, followed by an investigation of studies dealing with CDSs. 

7.1. Corporate Yield Spread: Evidence from the Corporate Bond market 
As explained in section 2.1, the choice of the risk-free rate is an important factor when 

determining default probabilities. However, most researchers agree that it is not only a firm’s 

default probability that contributes to the spread of a corporate bond over the risk-free rate, 

but also other components. This discrepancy was first commented by Altman (1989) who 

found that even after taking account of the impact of defaults, an investor could expect 

significantly higher returns from investing in corporate bonds than from investing in risk-free 

bonds (Altman, 1989). 

Elton, Gruber, Agrawal, and Mann (2001) argue that spreads in rates between corporate and 

government bonds differ across rating classes and should be positive for each rating class for 

the following reasons (Elton, Gruber, Agrawal, & Mann, 2001): 

1. Expected default loss – some corporate bonds will default and investors require a 

higher promised payment to compensate for the expected loss from defaults. 

2. Tax premium – interest payments on corporate bonds are taxed at the state level 

whereas interest payments on government bonds are not. 

3. Risk premium – The return on a corporate bond is riskier than the return on 

government bonds, and investors should require a premium for the higher risk. This 

occurs because a large part of the risk on corporate bonds is systematic rather than 

diversifiable. 
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In their study, Elton et al. (2001) investigate US corporate bonds and Treasuries and discover 

that the spread can almost entirely be explained by these three influences. The risk-free rate is 

the Treasury yield for government bonds with the same maturity as the corporate bonds.  

They find that 18% of the spread between the two accounts for the expected loss from default. 

The impact of taxes, which had been ignored in previous studies, contributes approximately 

36% of the spread and is thus a lot more influential than the expected default loss. 

Furthermore, they show that 85% of the remaining difference between corporate bonds and 

Treasuries is a risk premium for bearing systematic risk. Finally, they find that systematic risk 

is affected by the same influences that affect systematic risk in the stock market. The findings 

are based on 10-year A-rated bonds. Changes in maturity or credit quality have deviating 

effects. For example, the tax effects on lower rated bonds is bigger, as the return is higher and 

hence more tax on the return has to be paid. 

For the same class of corporate bonds, however using the swap rate as the appropriate risk-

free rate, Hull, Predescu and White partly support these results (Hull et al., 2005). They find 

that the expected loss of default accounts for only 6,5% of the yield spread, which explains 

the smallest part of the entire spread. The choice of the swap rate over the Treasury yield 

accounts for approximately 36% which shows the rather large impact of the risk-free rate as 

mentioned in section 2.1. The remaining 57,5% are explained by an extra risk premium which 

is comprised by liquidity risk, trader’s expectations and systematic risk, where liquidity and 

systematic risk account for the largest part. It is important to note that Hull et al. did not 

investigate the impact of tax payments in their study, which might be an explanation for part 

of the deviating results. 

Finally, we consider Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein and Martin’s study on corporate spreads 

(Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein, & Martin, 2001). The authors find that the three theoretical 

determinants of credit risk (leverage, volatility and the risk-free rate), do not suffice to explain 

the credit yield spread. They argue that premiums for systematic risk account for large parts 

of the credit yield spread instead of default risk as suggested by theoretical frameworks. 

Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001) investigate the various components of the systematic risk but do 

not succeed in delivering results with significant explanatory power. 
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7.2. Corporate Yield Spread: Evidence from the CDS market 
As mentioned above, since the dawn of the credit derivatives market, scholars tend to describe 

the corporate yield spread with the help of credit derivatives and in particular with the help of 

CDSs. By their nature, these innovative contracts provide researchers with a near-ideal way of 

directly measuring the size of the default component in corporate spreads (F. Longstaff, 

2006).  

Ericsson, Jacobs and Oviedo (Ericsson, 2009) use default swap premiums rather than 

corporate bond yield spreads because according to them this has at least two important 

advantages. First, default swap premiums, while economically comparable to bond yield 

spreads, do not require the specification of a benchmark risk-free yield curve – they are 

already spreads. Second, default swap premiums may reflect changes in credit risk more 

accurately and quickly than corporate bond yield spreads. 

Ericsson et al. (2009) analyze CDS premiums with the help of a structural model and run 

regressions on changes in premiums and for levels of the premiums for the three theoretical 

determinants (the explanatory variables) of default probability: financial leverage, firm 

specific volatility, and the risk-free rate.  

Financial leverage is defined as 

퐵표표푘 푉푎푙푢푒 표푓 퐷푒푏푡 + 퐵표표푘 푉푎푙푢푒 표푓 푃푟푒푓푒푟푟푒푑 퐸푞푢푖푡푦
푀푎푟푘푒푡 푉푎푙푢푒 표푓 퐸푞푢푖푡푦 + 퐵표표푘 푉푎푙푢푒 표푓 퐷푒푏푡 + 퐵표표푘 푉푎푙푢푒 표푓 푃푟푒푓푒푟푟푒푑 퐸푞푢푖푡푦 

where the book values are linearly interpolated to obtain daily figures.5 Volatility is computed 

by using historical data on equity returns of the reference entities6, rather than option-implied 

volatility as used for example by Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001). Finally, the authors use daily 

data on 10-year Treasury bond yields as the risk-free rate.  

The paper confirms that the theoretical determinants of credit risk are empirically relevant, 

economically important, as well as intuitively plausible. The authors find, however, that the 

explanatory power of the theoretical variables depends on the econometric model and on 

whether one uses levels or differences. Ericsson et al. (2009) reject the theory that CDS 

premiums are a pure measure for default risk since they agree with Collin-Dufresne et al. 

                                                
5 The book values have to be linearly interpolated since they are only available at the quarterly level. 
6 In order to compute a time series of equity volatility, Ericsson et al. (2009) use an exponentially weighted 
moving average (EWMA) model on daily returns. For a detailed explanation of the EWMA model see Benninga 
(Benninga, 2008). 
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(2001) that premiums for systematic risk are inherent in the spreads but find that they are 

smaller than suggested.  

Blanco, Brennan, and Marsh in their paper from 2005 investigate the relationship between 

investment-grade bonds and CDSs (Blanco, 2005). The paper addresses three main issues. 

First, it questions whether bond and CDS markets price default risk equally. Second, it 

examines whether credit risk price discovery takes place predominantly in the cash bond or 

credit derivative market. Third, it examines the factors that influence short-run changes in 

CDS prices and credit spreads.  

The authors agree with the factors suggested by Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001) and also 

consider changes in the spot interest rate, changes in the slope of the yield curve, changes in 

the equity price and changes in implied equity volatility as the main factors driving default 

probability. However, the authors also note that liquidity premiums are inherent in the bond as 

well as in the CDS market and thus affect prices and spreads. Liquidity effects on CDS 

spreads will be discussed in detail later. 

Similarly to Collin-Dufresne et.al (2001), Blanco, Brennan and Marsh (2005) show that 

around 75% of the variation in CDS prices and credit spreads are not explained by the 

theoretical default determinants, and agree that there exists an unidentified, common 

systematic factor. Nevertheless, the paper reveals that the theoretical determinants explain the 

variation in CDS prices more accurately than for corporate spreads. 

With regards to the relationship between CDSs and corporate bonds, the authors find that the 

theoretical relation between the two holds most of the time. In cases were there exist 

differences, they argue that the CDS market is quicker in price discovery. They suggest that 

new information is faster impounded into CDS premiums than in corporate bond prices, with 

the CDS market leading the bond market. This also implies that the CDS market is more 

liquid than the corporate bond market. Also, Blanco, Brennan and Marsh (2005) find that 

macro factors such as interest-rates, term structures, equity market returns, and equity market 

implied volatilities have a greater impact on corporate spreads than on CDS prices. It follows 

that micro, or firm-specific factors such as equity returns and implied volatilities have a 

bigger impact on CDS prices.  
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7.3. Liquidity in the Credit Default Swap market 
As mentioned above, one factor driving CDS prices and corporate spreads is the level of 

liquidity in the CDS and corporate bond market. There even exist several papers that suggest 

that the size of the illiquidity component is bigger than the default probability component. 

Longstaff, Neis, and Mithal in their work from 2006 tackle this issue by using the information 

from CDS premiums to study and measure liquidity and other non-default-related components 

in corporate bond prices (F. Longstaff, 2006). In this paper, the authors consider the CDS 

premium as a pure measure of credit risk and use the CDS spread to reveal the components of 

corporate bond yields.  In contrast to all previously mentioned studies, Longstaff et al. find 

that the default probability component accounts for the majority of the corporate spread. The 

authors add however, that this might be due to the fact that they use a reduced-form model 

whereas the other researchers used a structural model.  

The focus of the paper however, is on the non-default-related component. Whereas Elton et al. 

(2001) find that as much as 36% of the non-default component is due to differential tax 

treatment, Longstaff, Neis, and Mithal cannot support this result and only find weak evidence 

for this7. According to the authors, the non-default-related component is instead strongly 

related to measures or proxies of individual corporate bond illiquidity. Since liquidity is not 

easily quantifiable, the authors regress the non-default-related component on several liquidity 

proxies. 

These proxies are (1) the size of the bid/ask spread which captures the cost for dealers to 

provide liquidity to the market, (2) the principal amount outstanding which attempts to 

measure the general availability of the bond in the market, (3) the age of the bond, where the 

suggestion is that the older the bond the less liquid it is, (4) the time to maturity of the bond, 

and two dummy variables for bonds issued by financial institutions and highly rated 

companies which are supposedly more liquid than the securities of other firms (5) and (6), 

respectively.  

 

 

 

                                                
7 The actual marginal tax rate incorporated into the prices of the bonds may only be on the order of 1% to 2%. 
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The authors find that: 

(1) The average bid/ask spread is positively related to the non-default-related component, 

meaning that the liquidity of a corporate bond decreases as the non-default-related 

component increases.  

 

(2) The principal amount of the corporate bond outstanding is significantly negatively 

related to the non-default-related component, which means that the non-default-

related component is smaller for bonds with larger issue sizes, which are presumably 

easier to get your hands on in the financial market. 

 

(3) No significance is found for the “age” proxy 

 

(4) There exists a strong positive relation between the non-default-related component and 

the time to maturity of the bond. This is in line with the suggestion that bonds with 

longer time to maturity are less liquid than bonds with shorter time to maturity. 

 

(5) and (6) are both significant, however for financial firms the coefficient is positive, 

which means that their debt is not more liquid, rather the contrary. The coefficient for 

highly rated firms is negative, which underlines that these bonds are more liquid. 

 Another paper that studies liquidity risk premiums on the basis of CDS data is the work by 

Tang & Yan (Tang & Yan, 2006). The study concentrates in contrast to Longstaff et al. 

(2006) on the effects of liquidity in the CDS market and investigates potential liquidity 

spillovers from other markets on CDS spreads. They agree that the contractual nature of 

CDSs makes liquidity or convenience yield a less serious concern, but argue that information 

asymmetries also exists in the CDS market which generates liquidity effects and hence 

contributes to the size of CDS premiums. 
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In the first part of the paper, Tang & Yan (2006) use three different proxies for the liquidity in 

the market to detect whether liquidity premiums in the CDS market exist: 

(1) Total number of quotes and trades per month for each contract 

 

(2) Order Imbalance 

 

(3) Bid/Ask spread 

The authors argue that proxy (1) helps identifying the demand for CDSs, as it captures total 

market activity. According to them, dealers are the main liquidity providers in the market by 

selling the credit protection and holding large portfolios of swaps. It follows that increasing 

demand for CDSs, and hence an increase in the number of trades and quotes, actually worsens 

marginal liquidity in the market. 

Order imbalance stands in direct correlation to proxy (1), as this measure is constructed to 

assign a trade direction for each quote or transaction.  

The bid/ask spread, as mentioned before, is to capture the cost for dealers to provide liquidity 

to the market. 

Tang & Yan (2006) argue that a liquidity premium in the CDS market exists indeed, and find 

it to be 9.3 bps. This result is in line with other empirical studies on Treasury illiquidity (F. A. 

Longstaff, 2004) and non-default components of corporate bond spreads (F. Longstaff, 2006), 

where the premiums are 9.99 and 8.6 bps respectively.  

In the second part of the paper, the authors tackle the question whether spillovers from the 

corporate bond market, have an effect on the liquidity in the CDS market. 

Tang & Yan (2006) measure the liquidity of a corporate bond with the help of the proxies age, 

maturity, and issue size, based on the suggestion by (Edwards, Harris, & Piwowar, 2007). 

They find that CDS spreads are lower for bonds with a large issue size (a one standard 

deviation move in bond principal outstanding is associated with 5.7 bps change in CDS 

spreads) and higher for long maturity bonds (a one standard deviation move in maturity is 

associated with 6.7 bps change in CDS spreads). The age of the bond does not yield any 

significant effect. These results are well in line with the findings of (F. Longstaff, 2006).  
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Finally, Chen, Fabozzi, and Sverdlove’s study from 2010 on CDS liquidity and its 

implications on corporate bond spreads has to be mentioned (Chen, Fabozzi, & Sverdlove, 

2010). According to our knowledge, this paper is the latest published work that revolves 

around CDS liquidity and corporate bond spreads. Similarly to Longstaff et al. (2006), Chen 

et al. (2010) suggest that the part of the corporate yield spread not explained by the default 

probability is accounted for by a liquidity premium. They introduce a two-factor-model with 

the factors being the hazard rate (default intensity) and the liquidity rate to demonstrate their 

relation and impact on CDS premiums and corporate credit spreads. They show that the 

liquidity premium for bonds is 13 times as high as for CDSs, which indicates that even if 

large liquidity spreads are inherent in bonds only small liquidity spreads will be found in 

CDSs. On the other hand, this result shows that an increase of 1% in the liquidity premium in 

CDS spreads would have an enormous effect on corporate yield spreads and is thus not to be 

neglected.  

.  

7.4. CDSs and Credit Ratings 
It is the goal of this Master Thesis to investigate the relationship between CRA 

announcements and CDS premiums. To our knowledge there exist only four studies that have 

previously dealt with this topic. Hull, Predescu, and White (2004) elaborated on the 

relationship between CDS spreads, bond yields and credit rating announcements. Shortly after 

that, Norden and Weber (2004) studied the informational efficiency of CDS markets and 

credit rating announcements. In the same year, Micu, Remolona, and Wooldridge presented 

their work on the same topic, however with different methodological approaches and data. 

The latest study was presented by di Cesare (2006) who investigated whether market-based 

indicators, such as CDS spreads, anticipate credit rating agencies and conducted his research 

on a sample of international banks. It is important to note however, that except for Micu et al. 

(2004), all scholars also tested the relationship between other market-based indicators and 

credit rating announcements simultaneously in their studies.  

As mentioned above, it was Hull et al. (2004) who first investigated the relationship between 

CDS spreads and CRA announcements. The paper covers a time period of approximately 4.5 

years (January 1998 until May 2002) with 1,599 named entities (1,502 corporations, 60 

sovereigns, and 37 quasi-sovereigns). The credit ratings used were exclusively gathered from 

Moody’s. Between January 1998 and May 2002, the number of negative rating events for 
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their sample entities was 266. They collect 29,032 spread observations of CDS contracts with 

a 5-year maturity. In order to control for macroeconomic effects in the CDS spreads, indices 

of CDS spreads were calculated for companies of each of the following rating classes: Aaa + 

Aa, A, and Baa, which enabled them to convert each spread in to an “adjusted spread 

observation”. Entities that were below investment-grade status are not considered in this 

paper.  

 

Hull et al. (2004) conduct two sets of statistical tests where they (1) condition on rating events 

and analyze the movement and behavior of spreads before and after a credit rating event and 

(2) condition on credit spread changes and test whether the probability of rating events 

depends on them.  

The interval around a credit rating event is 100 days, [-90, 10], where day 0 is the day of the 

credit rating event. This interval is further divided into 5 subintervals ([-90, -61], [-60, -31], [-

30, -1], [-1, 1], and [1, 10]) to illustrate the spread movements at different points in time. To 

avoid contamination, the authors eliminated all rating events from their sample that were 

preceded by another rating event in the previous 90 business days.  

Pooling all observations, Hull et al. (2004) find evidence that CDS spreads do anticipate 

negative credit rating events. There is a significant increase well in advance of a negative 

credit rating event (actual downgrade, review for downgrade, or negative outlook) at the 1% 

confidence level, where in the 90 days [-90, 0] preceding an actual downgrade, the CDS 

spreads increase by approximately 38 bps. For reviews for downgrades and outlooks the 

spreads increase by 24 bps and 29 bps, respectively. Also, for these two types of events the 

spreads increase significantly at a 1% level in the 30 days before the event. The study does 

not reveal any significant spread changes following the 10 days after a negative credit rating 

event when observations are pooled, however the announcement day effects [-1, 1] for 

reviews for downgrades show a significant increase when all companies are pooled, for A, 

and for Baa rated entities. This result points out that announcements of reviews for 

downgrades do in fact carry new information that the market has not anticipated. However, 

since there is no evidence for significant movements in the subinterval after the rating 

announcement it can be assumed that spreads fully adjust to information in rating changes by 

day 1 after the rating event. 
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The evidence for anticipation was not found in the case of positive rating events, at least not 

at a significant level. The authors suggest that the reason might either be that positive rating 

events are much less anticipated than negative events or that the number of positive rating 

events in their sample was not large enough. As will be shown later on when we present the 

results of the other studies, it seems that the CDS market in fact does not have good 

anticipation qualities when it comes to positive rating events.  

In order to estimate the probability of rating events conditioned on CDS spread changes, Hull 

et al. (2004) construct non-overlapping 30-day time intervals for each reference entity and 

observe whether a particular rating event occurs in the 30 days following the end of the 

interval. They find that the coefficient of the “adjusted spread change” is significant at a 1% 

confidence level for the probability of a downgrade or a negative outlook. They also find 

significance at a 5% level for reviews for downgrades when all entities in all rating categories 

are considered. This means that adjusted spread changes do indeed contain useful information 

for estimating the probability of a rating event. 

Micu, Remolona, and Wooldridge (2004) studied the relationship between credit rating 

agency announcements and CDS spreads on a less comprehensive dataset than Hull et al. 

(2004). They included daily prices8 for 694 reference entities from the financial as well as the 

non-financial sector situated in several countries (EU countries, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, 

UK, and US).  They only excluded entities rated above AA and below BBB. Given that they 

controlled differently for contamination of rating announcements and the investigation period 

deviates from the study of Hull et al. (2004), the paper still comprises more rating events. The 

paper only considers CDS contracts with a 5-year maturity and the study covers a three-year 

time period (January 2001 until end of December 2003). Just as Hull et al. (2004), Micu, 

Remolona, and Wooldridge control for market-wide systematic factors by adjusting the 

spreads for price movements across spreads in a given rating category.  

The rating agencies examined are Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s and contamination of 

results is controlled for in a 60-day window. The time interval around a credit event that is 

investigated is 80 days [-60, 20]. The interval is divided into four smaller time frames ([-60, -

21], [-20, -2], [-1, 1], and [2, 20]).  

                                                
8 Daily prices for a given reference entity are calculated as the average across all transactions o the same day 
(Micu, Remolona, & Wooldridge, 2004). 
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The data just described rendered 2,010 negative and 325 positive rating events. As the amount 

of positive rating events was too little to give meaningful results, Micu et al. (2004) excluded 

them from the study. The authors apply two statistical tests; a mean test with the null-

hypothesis that the mean of spread changes9 for negative rating events is positive and for 

positive rating events is negative, and a non-parametric sign test for the median change in 

spreads with the null-hypothesis that 50% of changes in spreads have a positive sign, and 50% 

have a negative sign.  

The paper shows that the impact of downgrades on CDS spreads is highly significant, even 

when preceded by other rating events in the previous 60 days. The impact of downgrades is 

greatest for A- and BBB-rated entities. According to the findings of the study, spreads tend to 

widen well before the announcement of a downgrade, especially if there occurred another 

credit rating event in the previous 60 days. In the case where there is no previous rating event, 

spreads do not change significantly before a downgrade for A-rated entities. 

Announcements of negative reviews have a just as strong effect on the CDS market as do 

actual downgrades. However, reviews have a highly significant impact on spreads regardless 

whether there has been a preceding credit rating event or not. Also in the case of reviews, the 

effect is biggest on A- and BBB-rated institutions. Spreads anticipate the upcoming reviews 

for all rating classes except for AA-rated entities. In the case of A- and BBB-rated entities, the 

spreads continue to widen after the announcement, [2 20], giving the impression that rating 

agencies do indeed, disclose entirely new information to the market. Finally, it is very 

interesting to note that Micu et al. (2004) find that two rating agencies do convey more 

information to the market than just one agency. Given the fact that 60% of the negative events 

that were preceded by other rating events were announcements by other agencies, it seems 

that the first, as well as the second announcement provide pricing-relevant information.  

Norden and Weber in their paper from 2004 apply event study methodology to examine 

whether and how strongly the CDS market responds to rating announcements of the three 

main international rating agencies (Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, and Fitch) in terms of 

adjusted CDS spread changes.  

The authors formulate a set of hypotheses to investigate this relationship: 

                                                
9 These spreads are the ones adjusted for market-wide systematic effects 
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(1) (Information content of rating changes): The CDS market does not anticipate but react 

directly after rating changes because they reveal new information 

 

(2) (Information content of rating reviews): The CDS market does not exhibit an 

abnormal reaction before reviews for rating changes but react after a review 

announcement 

 

(3) (Asymmetric price adjustment): No significant reaction around upgrades, significant 

negative reaction around downgrades 

The data set of the empirical study comprises 60,827 CDS spread observations of 90 

corporations (Europe 58, US 24, Asia 8) over a time period of three years (2000-2002), where 

all contracts have a 5-year maturity with at least 100 daily senior CDS spread observations. 

The large majority of the 90 firms are rated by both, S&P and Moody’s (86 corporations) and 

59 by all three of the agencies. The rating events considered in the paper consist of actual 

rating changes and reviews for rating changes, which rendered an observation of 149 negative 

reviews and 198 downgrades at the end of the sampling period.  

Norden and Weber investigate an event time interval of 180 days, [-90, 90], which is further 

divided into seven subintervals ([-90, -61], [-60, -31], [-30, -2], [-1, 1], [2, 30], [31, 60], [61, 

90]). For all event time intervals, mean adjusted CDS spread changes for each agency and 

event type are separately calculated in order to control for the average default risk in a certain 

rating class.  
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At first, the authors examine the CDS market response to actual downgrades and reviews for 

downgrades under a separate analysis for each agency where within agency contamination, as 

well as across agency contamination are ignored. The response is analyzed by applying three 

statistical tests: 

(1) A test of mean adjusted spread changes with cross-sectional t-tests 

 

(2) Wilcoxon sign tests 

 

(3) Wilcoxon-signed rank tests10   

 

According to the tests, the CDS market shows abnormal performance in the period [-90, -61] 

before downgrades and reviews for downgrades. Regarding the information conveyed by the 

actual rating events, the authors find a market reaction significantly larger than zero in the 

announcement window [-1, 1] according to all tests, which implies that even though the 

market anticipates downgrades and reviews for downgrades, the rating agencies still provide 

new information to the market. It is interesting to note that Norden & Weber (2004) could not 

find significant announcement effects in the period after the rating event which suggests that 

markets absorb the new information provided by rating events within one day.  

Comparing the three rating agencies, the study shows that the CDS market response to Fitch 

announcements is smallest, whereas Adjusted Spread Changes (ASCs) are significantly larger 

than zero for both, S&P ( at a 5% level) and Moody’s (at a 10% level) in all pre-event time 

intervals according to all three statistical tests.  

Investigating the market reaction to reviews for downgrades and actual downgrades 

separately, Norden & Weber (2004) find that the market’s reaction to reviews for downgrades 

is significant at 1% for both S&P’s (8.57 bps) and Moody’s (4.95 bps) announcements, which 

supports hypothesis (1). They also gather evidence for an anticipation of the event in the time 

window [-30, -2] and show that there is an economically larger reaction to reviews than to 

actual downgrades.  

  

                                                
10 For a detailed description of the sign test and the signed-rank test, please see (Taufer, 2009) 
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Whereas there are no ASCs after the review for downgrades, the Cumulative Abnormal 

Spread Changes (CASCs) quickly become positive one day after an actual rating downgrade 

(97 bps for S&P, 64 bps for Moody’s, and 72 bps for Fitch). Interestingly, CASCs for S&P 

and Moody’s decline afterwards to around 60 bps, whereas CASCs for Fitch downgrades 

continue to increase and reach their summit between 60 and 90 days after the rating event. 

This suggests that the CDS market overreacts to downgrades by S&P and Moody’s and takes 

some days to price the newly gained information correctly. The mean CASCs in all time 

intervals prior to the announcement day are significantly larger than zero for all rating 

categories, indicating that the market anticipates rating downgrades by all agencies.  

The main difference in Norden & Weber (2004) compared to the other studies investigating 

the relationship between rating agency announcements and the CDS market response is that 

they apply a series of additional tests that are not reported in the other papers.  

Their study shows for instance, that the CDS market reaction also depends on the geographic 

region of the reference entities, which is for example exhibited by a strong increase around 

rating events for Moody’s and Fitch rated corporations situated in Europe. 

Also, the paper investigates whether CASCs depend on the level of old and new ratings and 

the magnitude of downgrades and find that CASCs are only significantly larger for changes 

by two or more notches in the case of S&P and Moody’s and not for Fitch downgrades.  

In the second part of their work, Norden and Weber examine the CDS market reaction to 

different rating events within and across agencies. This means that they extend the analysis by 

three steps: 

(1) They simultaneously analyze different rating event types for firms rated by a given 

agency 

 

(2) They examine the combined impact of different rating types by different agencies on 

the market 

 

(3) They investigate which factors influence the magnitude of abnormal performance 

during the announcement window 
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First, impacts of reviews for downgrades and actual downgrades on the CDS market for a 

given rating agency are considered. They do so by performing six separate cross-sectional 

pooled regressions on the relationship between daily raw CDS spread changes, the 

corresponding CDS spread index change, and some dummy variables which allow to interpret 

the coefficients of the dummy variables as ASCs. The results show that the announcement 

window [-1, 1] for reviews for downgrades, as well as the 5 days before the announcement for 

reviews for downgrades [-7, -2] are economically and statistically significant for all rating 

agencies. Regarding actual downgrades, the authors only find evidence for S&P’s and 

Moody’s credit rating announcements.  

These results suggest partial support for hypotheses (1) and (2) because of ASCs around both 

event types for S&P and Moody’s. Also, the regressions give further support to the prediction 

powers of the CDS market before reviews for downgrades. 

Finally, Norden & Weber (2004) try to detect abnormal performance around different rating 

events within and across agencies in a simultaneous analysis. They deliver evidence that days 

around reviews for downgrades by S&P and Moody’s exhibit significant ASCs of 

approximately 7 bps. In the case of Moody’s downgrades they find ASCs of 6 bps and 

suggest that the magnitude of S&P’s and Moody’s rating events is almost the same. There is 

no abnormal performance related to Fitch rating announcements on the other hand.  

In his study, di Cesare (2006) investigates whether market-based indicators anticipate rating 

agencies’ announcements. He considers rating events from the three main rating agencies and 

analyses their impact on the stock, bond, and CDS markets. He is conducting his research on 

42 publicly listed banks from 11 countries. The time period covered by his work is 4 years 

(August 2001 until July 2005). In this period, 512 rating events occurred and he gathered 

36,575 quotes. Throughout the analysis, all banks maintained investment-grade status with a 

mean CDS spread of approximately 30 bps.  

The author used, just as Hull et al. (2004), two kinds of standard statistical tests which (1)  

analyze the change of spreads conditional on a rating event and (2) estimate the probabilities 

that rating events occur given the changes of the market-based indicators in order to verify 

whether spreads behave abnormally during some time intervals related to events. A time 

interval of 40 days before and 5 days after a credit event was chosen [-40, 5], with 

subintervals [-40, 2], [-1, 1], and [2, 5] to verify abnormal movements before, in 

concomitance, and after a rating event. To define abnormal movements, di Cesare (2006) 
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constructed a daily market index as average of price changes during every day in the sample. 

In order to avoid the contamination of the market index by effects of rating events, di Cesare 

(2006) uses only daily price changes for banks were no credit event has occurred in the 

previous or following 6 months of that day. The Abnormal Price Change (APC) is then 

defined as the difference between the actual price change of the spread and the market index. 

Day zero in an interval is the day a credit event occurred and the Cumulative Abnormal Price 

Change (CAPC) is the sum of APCs included in that interval. To test the significance of 

CAPCs, the author decided to use the bootstrap method suggested by Efron and Tibshirani 

(1993) (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993).  

For negative rating events, the author finds that CAPCs of CDS spreads in the interval [-40, 5] 

are always highly significant, meaning that the spreads always go in the right direction 

according to the rating. Also for the interval [-40, -2] CAPCs are significant which supports 

the claim by Micu et al. (2004) that spreads are actually able to lead credit rating 

announcements.  

For positive rating events, CAPCs of CDS spreads generally move in the expected direction 

but not significantly in the interval [-40, 5]. In fact, spreads seem to react in concomitance or 

even after the positive rating event, which reveals very poor prediction qualities for positive 

rating events. 

Additionally, the paper points out that spreads almost always react to positive rating news in 

the interval [-1, 1] which suggests that rating agencies provide genuine information to the 

market, indeed.  

Finally, di Cesare (2006) investigates how often CDS spreads do actually correctly predict 

negative credit rating events. For a predictive window of 160 days ([-120, 40]), 11 times, out 

of 100, the prediction of negative rating events is correct and a negative rating event occurs 

only 2% of the time when no event was predicted. However, even though the results are both 

significant, the author also emphasizes that in 89% of the cases, where spreads seem to 

predict negative rating events, nothing happens. These results support the view of CRAs 

which claim that CDS spreads are not perfect credit quality indicators.  
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8. Data & Methodology  

8.1. The CDX and Itraxx indices 
There are a set of market indices for the liquid CDS market which work in an analogous way 

to a stock market index. That is, they provide an indication of where CDSs are trading. 

The CDX and the Itraxx were created in 2003 and 2004 respectively, in order to establish a 

market standard and are since November 2007 administered by the Markit Group Ltd. 

The indices are formed by an equally-weighted basket of liquid CDS names, hence acting in a 

very similar way to single-name CDS baskets. The existent liquidity and diversification in the 

credit derivatives indices allow investors to specifically choose what risk factors they wish to 

expose their investment to. 

By using these indices, market participants can, amongst other factors, gain exposure to 

different geographical regions (e.g. North America, Europe, Emerging Markets), specific 

maturities (3 years, 5 years, 7 years), specific credit qualities (investment grade, high 

volatility, high yield), and specific sectors (financial, industrial, energy). 

The CDX North America Investment-Grade index (CDX.NA.IG) is formed by the 125 most 

liquid investment-grade credits domiciled in North America, all of them equally-weighted by 

0,8%. 

The names in the index can be changed every six months when a new series is launched, and 

are determined by a pooling process where the contributing banks, shown in Appendix 1, 

follow strict rules to vote which entities should be removed or added as explained below. 

Ten days before the roll date, the date where a new series is launched, each member has to 

submit a list of entities listed in the current series which they believe should be removed 

based on the following criteria: (1) the reference obligation is rated below investment-grade 

by two of the three major rating agencies (S&P, Moody’s and Fitch), (2) a merger or other 

corporate action has occurred and rendered the entity no longer suitable for inclusion, or (3) 

the outstanding CDS contracts have become materially less liquid. 

After the contributing banks agree upon which entities should be removed, and no later than 

nine business days before the roll date, each member submits a list, numbering twice as much 

the number of entities needed to complete the list of 125 that forms the CDX.NA.IG. Those 

entities that receive the most votes will then make part of the new index series.   
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Another important feature of the CDX.NA.IG is that, in order to represent a broad exposure to 

the investment-grade corporate market, it pools credits across different industry sectors as 

Figure 8.1 exemplifies for the case of the series 14 launched in March 2010. 

 

Figure 8.1 CDX Sector Break Down 

 

The Itraxx Europe is constituted in a similar way as its North American counterparty but has 

different banks contributing to its composition (as it is possible to see also in Appendix 1). 

Furthermore, its sector diversification is always static following the distribution shown in 

Figure 8.2 
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Figure 8.2 Itraxx Europe Sector Break Down 
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8.2. The data Set 
In order to tackle our problem formulation, the following data was retrieved using a 

Bloomberg terminal, courtesy of a European investment bank:  

 The CDX.NA.IG index values for the time period between the 3rd January 2005 and 

the 1st July 2010 

 The Itraxx Europe index values for the time period between the 3rd January 2005 and 

the 1st July 2010 

 The CDS premiums for all the companies listed in the CDX.NA.IG series 14 index for 

the time period between the 3rd January 2005 and the 1st July 2010 

 The CDS premiums for all the companies listed in the Itraxx series 14 index for the 

time period between the 3rd January 2005 and the 1st July 2010 

 All the announcements made by all rating companies relative to the companies 

mentioned above for the time period between the 3rd January 2005 and the 1st July 

2010 

The primary sample for this study was then constituted by data relative to 1378 business days, 

including approximately 343,500 CDS premium quotes on 250 European and North American 

companies concerning CDS trading data and 9,038 credit rating announcements made public 

by ten different rating agencies.  

An example of what the CDS premiums, once extracted from Bloomberg, look like can be 

found in Appendix 2. 

A rating agency announcement as extracted from Bloomberg contains information about the 

company it refers to, as well as its industry type, the date when it was announced, the type of 

debt it refers to, the agency which made the announcement, and the change of the rating for 

the specified company. 

Table 8.1 gives an example of this and shows four different types of rating announcements. 

The first row shows a review for downgrade announced by Moody’s for the American 

International Group. Reviews for downgrades are indicated by the symbol “*-” shown in the 

“current rating” column. 
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Row two gives the example of a credit rating downgrade for the company AutoZone from 

BBB+ to BBB, executed by Standard and Poor’s.  

Appendix 3 shows a list of both Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s rating categories and its 

equivalences.  

In the third row one can see an example of a review for upgrade, where Moody’s decided to 

revise Reynolds American’s credit rating of Ba1. A review for upgrade is indicated by the 

symbol “*+” in the “current rating” column. 

Finally, row four displays the example of a credit rating upgrade. In this case Standard and 

Poor’s decided to upgrade The Walt Disney Co. rating from A- to A.  

Table 8.1 Different types of rating announcements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Company 
Name Date Rating Type Agency 

Current 
Rating 

Last 
Rating Country Industry Type 

1 
American 
International 
Group Inc  09-05-2008 Issuer Rating Moody's Aa2 *-  Aa2  US 

Multi-line 
Insurance  

2 
AutoZone Inc  26-06-2008 

LT Foreign 
Issuer Credit S&P BBB  BBB+  US 

Retail-Auto 
Parts  

3 

Reynolds 
American Inc  18-03-2008 

Senior 
Secured 
Debt Moody's Ba1 *+  Ba1  US Tobacco  

4 Walt Disney 
Co/The  05-10-2007 

LT Local 
Issuer Credit S&P A  A- *+  US Multimedia  
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8.3. Data Analysis 
Figure 8.3 shows how the CDX.NA.IG and the Itraxx Europe developed from the beginning 

of 2005 until November 2010. 

 

Figure 8.3 CDX vs ITRAXX 

The graphic shows that the average cost of insuring the debt of an investment grade rated 

company rose from 44 bps in 2005 to 123 bps in November 2010, peaking in November 2008 

with a CDX premium of 283 bps.  

While the Itraxx Europe index shows the same trends as the CDX index it costs on average 19 

bps less to insure against default of the listed entities. Having risen from 36 bps in the 

beginning of January 2005 to 129 bps in November 2010, the index reached an all time 

maximum of 217 bps in November 2008. 

The comparison between companies with an average credit rating of AA and BBB is also 

very interesting. Figure 8.4 shows how the companies that constitute the CDX index 

performed for the same time period as mentioned before. 
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Figure 8.4 Average ratings performance. AA vs BBB 

As expected, the trends of the curves of both rating classes are the same. However, it is 

interesting to note that while the average spread difference of writing a CDS on a company 

that holds an AA rating compared to one with a BBB rating is 43 bps. This difference tends to 

widen as macroeconomic conditions worsen, as in the period of the financial crisis between 

2008 and 2009. 

The available data also allows for a comparison between sectors. Figure 8.5 shows how the 

CDS market prices the default risk of the companies in different sectors represented in the 

CDX index. 
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Figure 8.5 CDS performance across sectors 

It is quite interesting to see that during stable times, like the period between 2005 and 2007, 

the gap between sectors is quite narrow, while the gap during the financial crisis is very large. 

A good example is the spread difference between the financial and the consumer stable sector 

which averaged 228 bps, reaching a maximum of 564 bps in the spring of 2009. This large 

discrepancy is a proof of great concerns about the health of the financial sector inherent in the 

market during this period. 

8.4. Constricting the data set 
Given the great volatility displayed by the CDS market from the end of 2008 onwards and the 

lack of other studies for the purpose of comparability, this study will focus on the time period 

from the beginning of 2005 until the end of 2008. 

Concerning rating agencies, given the very small number of announcements produced by 

agencies such as A.M. Best, DBRS and other smaller agencies, this study will only focus on 

information provided by Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s. This fact carries the advantage of 

comparability across agencies, as both produce a large enough number of announcements, as 

well as the advantage of comparability whit other studies. 
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A closer look at the list of credit rating announcements reveals that it is often the case that 

more than one announcement is made about the same company on the same day. This might 

either be the case when both, Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s announce credit rating changes, 

or when the rating of several different debt classes of a given entity is changed. Given that 

considering all of these rating events would artificially affect the overall results of this study, 

the authors of this Master Thesis chose to apply the priority rules used by Norden & Weber 

(2004) which can be found in Appendix 4. Additionally, in order to avoid the contamination 

of rating announcements, consecutive rating events for the same company have to be at least 

30 days apart, otherwise they are excluded from the sample. 

Under the restrictions described above, the data rendered 303 negative and 231 positive credit 

rating events with an amount of CDS spreads totaling 245,145, as depicted in Table 8.2. 

Rv For Downgrade Downgrade Rv For Upgrade Upgrade Total 
S&P 70 68 26 79 243 

Moodys 86 79 42 84 291 
Total 156 147 68 163 534 

Table 8.2 Sample composition 

8.5. Methodology 
The credit rating and the CDS premium for one company depend both on its credit quality, 

which is an unobservable attribute of the company (Hull et al., 2004). While credit rating 

changes are discrete, CDS premiums should, in theory, reflect the available information about 

a corporation’s debt continuously over time given the great liquidity of this market.  

The purpose of this empirical study is to investigate whether the CDS market anticipates the 

information conveyed by rating agencies or whether the exclusive information possessed by 

rating agencies anticipates the reaction of market participants.  

To do so, the movements of the CDS spreads around all the 534 credit events described in the 

data set will be tested with the purpose of analyzing whether there are abnormal changes in 

the CDS premiums of a company in the time frame of 60 business days before to 10 business 

days after a rating agency announcement.   

While other studies such as the ones by Hull et al. (2004) and Norden & Weber (2004) use 

wider time windows to apply tests with the same objective, the time period of investigation in 

this study is smaller since the paper focuses on companies whose CDS contracts are highly 

liquid. The liquidity of the entities’ CDSs is ensured through the exclusive use of CDSs listed 
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on the CDX and Itraxx indices, which contain by regulation only the most liquid CDS 

premiums.  

 

Figure 8.6 Test Rationale 

Figure 8.6 better explains the rationale behind the tests that will be executed for each of the 

events. It shows the behavior of the Whirlpool Corporation CDS premium (measured in bps) 

from 60 days before to 10 days after the credit rating event. In this particular case, Moody’s 

downgraded the Whirlpool Corporation’s credit rating from Baa1 to Baa2. The announcement 

date is for testing purposes referred to as day 0. Following the same logic, -60 refers to sixty 

business days before the credit rating announcement and 10 to ten business days after the 

rating announcement. This terminology is used for all tests from this point onwards. 

The test interval, [-60, 10], is then divided into four subintervals: [-60, -31], [-30, -2], [-1, 1] 

and [2, 10]. For each subinterval there will be an investigation of the behavior of the CDS 

premium with the ultimate purpose of finding whether there is a particular time period relative 

to the announcement date where there is a strong reaction from the CDS market. 

8.5.1. Adjusting CDS Spreads 

Before conducting any tests or making assumptions about the ability of the CDS market to 

anticipate rating announcements, the available data needs to be adjusted in order to be 

comparable. In other words, CDS spreads need to be adjusted to control for market wide 

systematic factors that can generate simultaneous changes in the price of all corporations’ 
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debt and do not stand in direct relation to the creditworthiness of an individual company, per 

se. 

The available literature suggests that the benchmark for this adjustment should be a set of 

synthetic indices that is constructed by using the average CDS spread of companies that 

belong to a certain rating category. Then, for every point in time, the spread of a given 

company should be measured against the value of the index of its current rating. While such 

approach certainly has merits it also presents some problems. Given that there are 20 credit 

rating notches in the investment-grade category, it is quite difficult to find a large enough 

number of companies that is liquid enough in order to create meaningful indices for all rating 

categories. The authors of the previous studies have circumvented this problem by creating a 

smaller number of indices, usually two, for the credit ratings where liquidity is higher such as 

A and BBB. 

It is also difficult to prove that external factors are more likely to affect companies that belong 

to the same rating class rather than affecting companies within the same industry sector. In 

fact, given the time period of the present sample, the biggest concern is how the performance 

of companies in the financial sector during the financial crisis could affect the entire study if 

not properly adjusted. Another possibility would then be to build a set of indices based on 

industry sector and adjust the spreads of a given company using its sector index. 

Yet another possibility, acknowledged by Micu et al. (2004), is to use a broad index, such as 

the Itraxx or the CDX, to adjust CDS spreads. While this alternative was out of reach for the 

previously executed studies, given the date of creation of these indices and the publishing date 

of the papers, it is certainly suitable for the present study as it is dealing with companies that 

are either part of the Itraxx or the CDX indices. 

 

 

In order to execute the tests as thoroughly as possible and to obtain solid results, all the 

different approaches mentioned above were implemented in this study and analyzed in the 

following. As such we were able to test the movements of CDS spreads around 534 credit 

rating events after they had been adjusted by the following indices, respectively: 
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1. CDX index 

 

2. Itraxx index 

 

3. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index with an AA or A rating (in the 

following “synthetic AA and A index”) 

 

4. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index with a BBB rating (in the 

following “synthetic BBB index”) 

 

5. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the 

Communications & Technology sector (in the following “synthetic Communications 

and Technology index”) 

 

6. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the Consumer 

Cyclical sector (in the following “synthetic Consumer Cyclical index”) 

 

7. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the Consumer 

Stable sector (in the following “synthetic Consumer Stable index”) 

 

8. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the Energy 

sector (in the following “synthetic Energy index”) 

 

9. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the Financial 

sector (in the following “synthetic Financial index”) 

 

10. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the Industrial 

sector (in the following “synthetic Industrial index”) 

 

11. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the Materials 

sector (in the following “synthetic Materials index”) 

 

12. Synthetic index of companies listed on the CDX index that belong to the Utilities 

sector (in the following “synthetic Utilities index”) 
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CDS spreads were adjusted using the following formula: 

퐴푑푗푢푠푡푒푑 푆푝푟푒푎푑 , = 푆푝푟푒푎푑 , − 푆푝푟푒푎푑 ,  

Where a,t refers to the CDS spread of company a on day t and It refers to the spread of the 

appropriate index on the same day. 

8.5.2. Distribution assumptions and event testing 

Given that we are now working with CDS spreads adjusted by the relevant indices, a change 

in a spread for a given company should, theoretically, only be the reflection of information 

about this company’s individual credit quality.  It follows that the average daily CDS spread 

change (ASC), for a period where no new information about the company is conveyed to the 

market, should be zero. The investigation should then center on the question of whether the 

ASC for a certain company is significantly greater or smaller than zero during a given 

subinterval. 

In order to execute such test one must first decide what assumptions, if any, should be made 

about the distribution of the ASCs.  

Hull et al. (2004) argue that the assumption of ASCs being normally distributed is too strong. 

Instead they apply the bootstrap technique by Efron & Tibshirani (1993) to find a better 

estimation of the true distribution. Micu et al. (2004) consider the spread changes to be 

independent and follow a t-student distribution. 

Our study will tend more towards the approach suggested by Micu et al. (2004) and take the 

assumption that the t-student distribution is a close enough one to suit adjusted CDS spread 

changes, but will use two different approaches:  

(1) the population is considered as a whole and its parameters are estimated as such  

(2) the attributes of a normal distribution only hold for a shorter period of time. 

For both approaches daily adjusted CDS spreads are calculated as follows: 

퐷푎푖푙푦 퐴푑푗푢푠푡푒푑 퐶퐷푆 푠푝푟푒푎푑 푐ℎ푎푛푔푒 = 푎푑푗푢푠푡푒푑 푠푝푟푒푎푑 ,  −  푎푑푗푢푠푡푒푑 푠푝푟푒푎푑 ,  

, where for approach (1), the whole series of CDS spreads is used to estimate the standard 

deviation of the population using the estimator: 
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푠 =
1

푛 − 1 (푥 − )  

This standard deviation is then used to compute the following t-test, 

 푡 = 푠
√푛

 

, where  is average of the subinterval and n its size in days. The null hypothesis for this test 

is: 

H0:”The daily average spread change is zero” 

Approach (2), on the other hand, takes the approach of estimating the standard deviation and 

the average of the daily adjusted CDS spreads for the period between 120 to 60 business days 

[-120, -60] before a credit rating event, which is assumed to be a period that is not influenced 

by any information that could affect the credit quality and as such the CDS premium of the 

underlying company11. Approach (2) then tests whether the average CDS spread for the 

period [-120, -60] is significantly different from the ones obtained in the subsequent 

subintervals of our investigation interval [-60, 10].  

The test follows the equation:  

푡 =
− 흁ퟎ
푠
√푛

 

Where 흁ퟎ is the estimated average for the period [-120, -60]. 

The null hypothesis for this test is: 

H0:”The daily average spread change is the same as the daily average spread change during  

the normal period([-120,-60])” 

In the following, the tests under approach (1) and (2) will be referred to as methodology #1 

and methodology #2, respectively. 

                                                
11 Under the condition that the period [-120, -60] does not fall into the investigation interval of other events for 
the underlying company 
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As an example, please look again at the case of the Whirlpool Company. Table 8.3 and Table 

8.4 summarize the results found for methodology #1 and #2, respectively. 

Company Event date Interval CASC DASC T Sig. at 90% Pvalue 
C. 
Rating P. Rating Agency 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 -60, -31 5 0,1666667 0,15371 Do not Reject 0,439452 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 -30, -2 8,25 0,2844828 0,25795 Do not Reject 0,399165 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 -1, 1 1 0,3333333 0,09721 Do not Reject 0,465711 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 2, 10 0,5 0,0555556 0,02806 Do not Reject 0,48915 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 
Table 8.3 Testing example for methodology #1 

Company Event date Interval CASC DASC T Sig. at 90% Pvalue 
C. 
Rating P. Rating Agency 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 -60, -31 5 0,1666667 1,40347 Reject 0,085547 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 -30, -2 8,25 0,2844828 1,86158 Reject 0,036595 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 -1, 1 1 0,3333333 0,66299 Do not Reject 0,287764 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 

Whirlpool Corp  06-04-2006 2, 10 0,5 0,0555556 0,51564 Do not Reject 0,310025 Baa2  Baa1 *-  Moody's 
Table 8.4 Testing example for methodology #2 

In the tables, CASC stands for the cumulative abnormal spread change, in other words the 

total adjusted spread change during a given subinterval for the Whirlpool Company. DASC 

expresses the daily average spread change during a subinterval. T reveals the statistical value 

of the t-test obtained after executing the test under methodology #1 or methodology #2. “C. 

Rating” stands for current rating and “P.Rating” for previous rating. 

As you can see, the two methodologies render different sets of results, where a special focus 

is to be placed on the p-value corresponding to the CASCs. The p-value expresses the 

probability that a more extreme CASC could occur for the Whirlpool Company’s CDS 

spreads for this exact event. It follows that the smaller the p-value, the more significant is the 

average spread change during the subinterval.  

Since we executed the t-test with a significance level of 90%, the null-hypothesis will be 

rejected for all results with a p-value smaller than 0.1. In the example above, this is the case 

during the subintervals [-60, -31] and [-30, -2] where we find significant abnormal spread 

movements at the 10% and at the 5% level, respectively when we apply methodology #2. 

Considering this result we argue that the CDS market was able to anticipate the credit rating 

downgrade by Moody’s for the Whirlpool Company from Baa1 to Baa2. 

In the empirical study that follows however, all the individual results are pooled together to 

draw conclusions on how the CDS market behaves towards each type of event in each 

subinterval. 
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All tests and calculations have been executed using Microsoft Excel. Given this program is 

not a typical statistical tool, some Visual Basic (VBA) functions were written in order to 

execute the referred tests in a reasonable amount of time and in a more precise and reliable 

way. The code for a VBA function receives the following arguments:  

(1) the CDS spreads of the entire sample 

  

(2) a list of the names of the companies in the sample  

 

(3) the series of the type of event (list of downgrades, upgrades, and review for 

downgrade or upgrade)  

The function then returns all the individual tests using methodology #1. The code is depicted 

in Appendix 5. The code for a function of the same type that executes methodology #2 is 

shown in Appendix 6. Appendix 7 illustrates the function used to pool results, which is the 

same for both methodologies. 
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9. Analysis of the Results 
In the following we will present the different results found during our empirical study. 

Throughout the analysis of the results we will first present the findings when we applied 

methodology #1 and then display the findings under methodology #2. All tests were exactly 

executed as described in section 8.5 Methodology. 

9.1. Results of methodology # 1: CDX and Itraxx indices 
Table 9.1 summarizes adjusted CDS spread changes and their corresponding p-values of t-

tests for all rating events when the spreads are adjusted by the CDX index. As can be seen, 

when applying methodology #1, the adjusted CDS spread changes prior to the rating event are 

significantly larger than zero for reviews for downgrades in the interval [-30, -2] (10% level). 

For all other rating events there is no significant abnormal behavior in all pre-event intervals.  

It is interesting to note however, that credit rating events do in fact convey new information to 

market participants as well, at least when it comes to negative rating events. Since the index 

adjusted spread changes are significant at a 10% level during the event time window [-1, 1] 

for both, reviews for downgrades and downgrades, these results support this assumption.  

When executing the same test for the Itraxx index, no evidence can be found that would 

support the hypothesis that CDSs do anticipate credit rating events. As you can see from 

Table 9.2, there is no significant abnormal behavior of CDS spreads in neither pre-event, nor 

post-event intervals for any type of credit rating announcement. What is surprising here is that 

average adjusted CDS spreads become actually smaller before a downgrade which is the exact 

opposite behavior one would suggest.  
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Table 9.1 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; CDX index 

 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

CDX index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 

 
13,35707 

 

 
30,01358 

 

 
13,88859 

 

 
1,926559 

 

P-Value 0,24011 0,09125 0,09002 0,10217 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change -1,52038 -1,74036 0,713016 6,27015 

P-Value 0,40319 0,40043 0,41217 0,31647 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 9,918607 22,39516 0,974647 7,034342 

P-Value 0,27394 0,12645 0,08997 0,1425 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 4,590142 3,528927 -3,40797 1,908278 

P-Value 0,33945 0,35426 0,29571 0,29047 
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Table 9.2 
Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Itraxx index 

 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

Itraxx index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 0,275292182 4,165788633 3,371155619 0,415320938 

P-Value 0,442002941 0,377280568 0,287088642 0,422845045 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change -0,530929621 -6,250008544 -2,872873211 -1,7116715 

P-Value 0,429516627 0,38719394 0,352417714 0,429714394 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 
Change -4,964944551 -7,303164224 -0,108976158 -2,934256355 

P-Value 0,247267908 0,201270261 0,375320936 0,363190599 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 
Change -12,49108957 -8,141771179 -2,268401032 -2,647845335 

P-Value 0,255626723 0,263421655 0,357166365 0,358838967 
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9.2. Results of methodology # 1: Sector and Rating Category Indices 
In order to conduct the analysis of the relationship between the CDS market and CRA 

announcements as thoroughly as possible, we refined our tests by creating synthetic indices as 

explained in the methodology of this paper. The results for the rating category indices can be 

found in Table 9.3 andTable 9.4. As you can see, we did not find any significant ASC 

behavior for any kind of rating event for the AA and A, as well as for the BBB index, apart 

from one exception. When we adjusted the spreads with the synthetic BBB index, we found 

significant ASCs in the event time window [-1, 1] for reviews for downgrades at a 10% level, 

with an average spread widening of approximately 20bps. 

Table 9.3  
Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; AA and A index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic AA and A index. 

Time Windows 
 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 7,924706724 16,86114912 2,129346361 -4,384410011 

P-Value 0,342715285 0,185860379 0,254137126 0,249916844 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change -0,013076823 -2,533103071 -0,206237378 0,24900261 

P-Value 0,459874264 0,432288842 0,448733739 0,436305166 

Downgrade     
Average Spread 

Change 14,41825971 17,41801115 -2,2064059 -6,322183798 

P-Value 0,250057987 0,161655093 0,343358087 0,180585628 

Upgrade     
Average Spread 

Change -1,023077975 -1,570695945 -0,678438893 -0,700203768 

P-Value 0,421163828 0,422275577 0,418150641 0,434644107 
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Table 9.4 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; BBB index 

 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic BBB index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
18,5274925 31,0588353 20,21750039 4,389290573 

P-Value 0,250990339 0,11545762 0,098923351 0,162396884 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-3,626612398 -1,748935794 -0,47137148 11,85837597 

P-Value 0,422234397 0,411658265 0,442228733 0,280863418 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
6,56661641 19,87666156 5,871219469 7,432470728 

P-Value 0,320422375 0,1758082 0,106486614 0,186452039 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
12,01731772 6,759062805 -4,845862943 5,631527187 

P-Value 0,300047688 0,352321625 0,294097461 0,248556775 

 

Table 9.5 to Table 9.12 show the adjusted CDS spread changes around credit rating events 

with their corresponding p-values after being adjusted by the appropriate synthetic industry 

sector indices. Starting with the analysis of the average spreads when they are adjusted with 

the synthetic computer & technology index you can see that we could not find significant 

results around any credit rating event, neither positive, nor negative. 

 As you can see from Table 9.5, spreads on average do not even move into the according 

direction given the type of credit rating event.  
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Table 9.5 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Computer and 

Technology index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Computer and Technology index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change -3,072911071 1,108298675 -0,053305684 -1,618296723 

P-Value 0,314762539 0,401729984 0,274657648 0,417077114 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change -4,538126259 -1,679570913 -0,739306066 3,770818015 

P-Value 0,433129023 0,462045075 0,458715735 0,38967579 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 
Change -7,252389208 -9,955973986 9,233226672 -4,650086397 

P-Value 0,395805217 0,26500758 0,192187606 0,328027736 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 0,072665601 -0,287706276 -3,1200282 -1,569336997 

P-Value 0,330706114 0,445451912 0,316652448 0,448912311 

 

This issue becomes most evident when looking at the average spread movements in both pre-

event intervals [-60, -31] and [-30, -2] around downgrades, where average spread changes are 

negative instead of positive. From the event time window [-1, 1] we can see that average 

spreads widen on the day of the negative rating event which suggests that rating 

announcements convey new information to the market. However, these spread changes are 

not significantly different from zero. 
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We observe the same spread behavior when we analyze the results of average CDS spreads 

when we adjust the premiums with the synthetic consumer stable index. Again we see that 

average spreads become smaller prior to downgrades, as well as during the event time 

window [-1, 1].  

Table 9.6 
Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Consumer Stable 

index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Consumer Stable index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-2,675324675 4,441558442 3,474025974 -0,425324675 

P-Value 0,452670093 0,434187959 0,38144711 0,455816652 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-1,828571429 -0,7 1,678571429 3,521428571 

P-Value 0,427986634 0,432118709 0,427265793 0,396079993 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
-3,531208791 -0,142857143 -0,010204082 2,37244898 

P-Value 0,334292892 0,409047698 0,372457431 0,406435927 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
-2,410714286 -4,835714286 -0,485714286 2,4 

P-Value 0,426373396 0,4382592 0,393131862 0,441627545 

 

The results of the synthetic consumer cyclical index, which are evaluated in Table 9.7, do not 

display this behavior. CDS spreads do widen before a negative rating event takes place which 

implies an anticipation by the CDS market. However, also when we adjust CDS premiums 
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with the consumer cyclical index we do not get results that are significant from a statistical 

point of view. 

Table 9.7 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Consumer Cyclical 

index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Consumer Cyclical index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 9,557659182 2,636129293 5,141442761 -0,580499158 

P-Value 0,288701969 0,384327449 0,281934113 0,256993788 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change -8,015135975 6,595555556 -0,177407407 8,239316239 

P-Value 0,371631436 0,39114453 0,453663238 0,3061076 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 15,00047619 26,42606702 -8,411834215 -3,826208113 

P-Value 0,299630671 0,140000118 0,150129775 0,262168663 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 
Change -5,849420127 18,72032922 0,034197531 3,620329218 

P-Value 0,359611981 0,205268742 0,413474191 0,320748226 

 

Table 9.8 displays the average spread behavior and the corresponding p-values when we 

adjust the CDS premiums with the synthetic energy index. The average spreads movements 

are in line with the different rating events but again we do not find any significant results that 

would shed light on the question whether CDSs possess the ability to anticipate rating events 
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and whether credit rating announcements convey information to the market that was 

previously not incorporated into CDS prices. 

Table 9.8 
Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Energy index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Energy index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
0,25 -0,875 7,075 0,45 

P-Value 0,452894366 0,463726548 0,271210774 0,417532319 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-1,1875 -1,890625 0,03125 -0,4375 

P-Value 0,465870539 0,454499191 0,46713945 0,446128743 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
6,775 -0,1 0,05 -1,975 

P-Value 0,385812008 0,484210303 0,451058084 0,450795264 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
4,519230769 -2,769230769 -1,875 -3,788461538 

P-Value 0,384875052 0,44478648 0,419007901 0,33650663 

 

The analysis of the synthetic industrial index delivered very promising results from a 

behavioral point of view. We find two statistically significant results at the 10% level, both 

during the post-event window [2, 10] around reviews for upgrades and reviews for 

downgrades. In both cases, average spreads are strongly increasing by 30 bps and 23 bps 

respectively.  
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Table 9.9 
Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Industrial index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Industrial index. 

Time Windows 
 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 4,224232804 27,77197531 11,7373545 22,51226925 

P-Value 0,423229373 0,171424877 0,164783217 0,087752738 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 8,025641534 -10,08480159 1,16962963 30,36396825 

P-Value 0,350850224 0,365818584 0,425869945 0,053534361 

Downgrade     
Average Spread 

Change 13,00310948 -9,702446072 5,089483109 5,844118844 

P-Value 0,3290234 0,337223218 0,202330394 0,24192367 

Upgrade     
Average Spread 

Change -1,231063492 0,014809524 0,279661376 0,032063492 

P-Value 0,437168642 0,4204733 0,427823 0,461807068 

 

The strongest results from a statistical point of view were certainly found for the synthetic 

financial index. For this industry sector we can certainly state that CDSs do in fact anticipate 

negative credit rating announcements which is backed by Table 9.10. As one can see, average 

spreads increase significantly during all subintervals around reviews for downgrades, 

including the event time window [-1, 1], which is strong support for the hypothesis that credit 

rating events do in fact convey new additional information to the market. As such, CRA 

announcements for the financial sector influence the price finding process of CDSs. During 

both pre-event intervals, [-60, -31] and [-30, -2], average spreads widen by approximately 40 

and 60 bps, respectively. These findings correspond to a statistical significance at a 10% and 

1% level. During the event time window [-1, 1] average spreads increase by 40 bps which is 
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an increase that can be expected with a 95% confidence. Even though the CDS spreads widen 

only by approximately 4bps on average in the post-event window [2, 10] we still obtain a 

significant increase at a 5% level.  

For actual downgrades we also extracted significant results during all subintervals except for 

the pre-event subinterval [-60, -31]. The most significant results were found during the post-

event window, where spreads increased on average by 20 bps which is significant at a 1% 

level. Also the soaring of premium prices during the pre-event interval [-30, -2] was 

significant at a 1% level with an average increase of 48 bps. During the event time window 

we observed significant index adjusted spread changes at a 5% level. These results as well, 

support the hypothesis that the CDS market leads credit rating announcements in the financial 

sector. It is important to note however that negative rating events displayed a strong 

announcement effect that fostered statistically significant spread changes. 

Even though average spread changes for companies in the synthetic financial index always 

decreased before positive rating events we were not able to extract statistically significant 

results around these announcements. 
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Table 9.10 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Financial Sector index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

financial sector index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
41,00527858 61,49633553 40,38413816 3,870171053 

P-Value 0,083902783 0,000499792 0,018720299 0,010426847 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-1,406570698 -2,362734285 -1,081779409 -0,60523511 

P-Value 0,45783106 0,438491884 0,449056281 0,472504459 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
27,9917559 48,41066357 32,4254835 20,48975244 

P-Value 0,130634448 0,005099645 0,020360994 0,002169339 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
-0,833446007 -0,835729356 -0,2964848 -0,05634755 

P-Value 0,455569637 0,475166829 0,467704181 0,459818289 

 

Table 9.11 and Table 9.12 show the average spread changes during the four different 

subintervals, as well as their statistical significance in form of their p-values for the synthetic 

materials and utilities indices.  

Looking at the synthetic materials index one can observe that we only find average spread 

changes around upgrades to be statistically significant. During the pre-event interval [-30, -2] 
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we obtained a p-value of approximately 0,08 which means that the statistical significance is at 

a 10% level. However, even though we are testing conditional on a positive rating event, 

spreads are widening, which is a counterintuitive movement. On the other hand we find the 

average spread changes in the post-event window [2, 10] to be statistically significant as well, 

here even at a 5% level and the spreads are sharply decreasing. Given that we only observed 

two upgrades for this industry sector throughout the time period of investigation these 

confusing results cannot be avoided. 

The significant results we obtained from our tests when we analyzed the CDS spreads with 

the synthetic utilities index are very interesting. As one can see, we measured significant 

average spread changes during the pre-event window [-30, -2] (1% level), as well as during 

the event time window [-1, 1] (5% level) around downgrades. However, the average spread 

changes are strongly positive and negative with 85 and -55 bps, respectively. We believe that 

this development occurred because the market was expecting stronger downgrades in the 

utilities sector which then had to be corrected when the event had taken place. Please note that 

the CDS market adapted to the announcement effect within one day, which speaks for the 

informational efficiency between credit rating announcements and CDS premiums in the 

utilities sector. 
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Table 9.11 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Materials index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Materials index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 
Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 0,603174603 12,86507937 7,817460317 4,21031746 

P-Value 0,381192913 0,297699438 0,174515309 0,393886542 
Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change N/A N/A N/A N/A 

P-Value N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 
Change -0,10952381 -3,785714286 0,966666667 -0,695238095 

P-Value 0,420382586 0,452287152 0,458161878 0,449042688 
Upgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 33,78571429 46,07142857 -8,571428571 -39,14285714 

P-Value 0,103551012 0,076052668 0,242065691 0,027483154 
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Table 9.12 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #1; Utilities index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Utilities index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
21,125 16,6875 5,6875 -9,875 

P-Value 0,256055855 0,299029682 0,314476039 0,281824092 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
2,125 0,416666667 -2,541666667 -0,333333333 

P-Value 0,473613568 0,49368266 0,41210858 0,481522906 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
10,075 85,05 -55,2125 7,0625 

P-Value 0,368698837 0,005572842 0,011858359 0,335950856 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
-0,357142857 -0,196428571 -1,642857143 -0,857142857 

P-Value 0,467197036 0,466423148 0,442671614 0,44710839 

9.3. Results of methodology # 2: CDX and Itraxx Indices 
As explained in section 8.5, we applied a second methodology to test whether we could 

improve the results received by methodology #1. Indeed, the results we obtain with the set of 

tests under methodology #2 are considerably different from the results we obtain under 

methodology #1. Given that the findings under methodology #2 are to a large extent similar to 

the results found by previous scholars, we assume that methodology #2 delivers superior 

results compared to methodology #1.  
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Starting with the CDX index the difference of the results under methodology #2 becomes 

instantly obvious. Table 9.13 summarizes our findings and shows that CDS spreads always 

change significantly before and after negative rating events. The strongest results are obtained 

for reviews for downgrades, where ASCs displayed a significant increase before [-30, -2] and 

during the event time window [-1, 1] at a 5% level. All other pre- and post-event changes 

were significant at a 10% level.  

The spread changes around positive rating events are significant for neither positive reviews 

nor actual upgrades. In fact, the average adjusted spreads decreased only during the event 

time window [-1, 1] around upgrades, which suggests that the CDS market is not at all able to 

predict positive rating events. 

Looking at Table 9.14 you can see the results obtained by applying methodology #2 after 

adjusting CDS spreads with the Itraxx index. Again, the findings for the Itraxx index are the 

complete opposite to what we have seen so far. Here, the most significant results are obtained 

around upgrades, where index adjusted CDS spreads are significantly smaller than zero at the 

10% level in both pre-event subintervals. The findings suggest that the CDS market in Europe 

is able to anticipate positive rating events. 

Index adjusted CDS spread changes around negative rating events are only significantly larger 

than zero for downgrades in the pre-event period [-30, -2] and in the event time window [-1, 

1] for reviews for downgrades, which is very different compared to the findings when we 

adjusted the CDS spreads with the CDX index instead.  
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Table 9.13 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; CDX index 

 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

CDX index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 15,36205244 31,93946082 14,71698055 1,694006185 

P-Value 0,078500837 0,03264525 0,037357137 0,052964819 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change -1,516401277 -1,687880255 0,76450063 6,715656992 

P-Value 0,180078956 0,181301443 0,221810424 0,140865498 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 10,11237802 23,34800001 0,975964973 7,270090585 

P-Value 0,086105966 0,062674773 0,067413562 0,078551685 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 5,218244331 4,311223244 -3,532815837 2,224019985 

P-Value 0,171964063 0,172397694 0,161787357 0,144938757 
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Table 9.14 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Itraxx index 

 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

Itraxx index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 0,275292182 4,165788633 3,371155619 0,415320938 

P-Value 0,213941837 0,107261122 0,064004682 0,212367098 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 

-0,530929621 -6,250008544 -2,872873211 -1,7116715 

P-Value 0,343148639 0,191010201 0,137712003 0,29251733 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 

-4,964944551 -7,303164224 -0,108976158 -2,934256355 

P-Value 0,124114166 0,059757705 0,218188128 0,236879692 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 

-12,49108957 -8,141771179 -2,268401032 -2,647845335 

P-Value 0,054819294 0,059100596 0,169816717 0,18078366 
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9.4. Results of methodology # 2: Sector and Rating Category Indices 
Table 9.15 and Table 9.16 summarize the adjusted CDS spreads with their corresponding p-

values of t-tests for the two synthetic indices AA and A, and BBB. As one can see, index 

adjusted spreads increase significantly (10% level) in both pre-event windows, [-60, -31] and 

[-30, -2], around reviews for downgrades in the AA and A index. Even though these results 

indicate an anticipation of the credit event we can also observe significant positive spread 

changes in the event time window [-1, 1] at a 10% level, which implies that the rating event 

itself conveys additional information to the market that cause a further widening of the 

spreads. It is also interesting to note however, that the spreads decrease significantly (10% 

level) in the post-event window [2, 10]. This finding suggests that the market overreacted to 

the credit rating announcement and adjusted the prices in the following days. Having a closer 

look at the subintervals around downgrades, one can find a similar picture with the difference 

that mean adjusted CDS spreads do not show any significant behavior during the event time 

window [-1, 1]. While average spread changes in the subinterval [-60, -31] are significant at a 

10% level, one can observe even stronger results during the subintervals [-30, -2] and [2, 10], 

where index adjusted spreads are significant at a 5% level. Given that we did not find 

significant abnormal spread behavior during the event time window [-1, 1], these results 

imply that CDS spreads widened too much during the pre-event windows [-60, -31] and [-30, 

-2], fostering a significant decrease of the spreads during the post-event window [2, 10] which 

shows an adaption of the spreads to market participants’ expectations.  

Adjusted spread changes around positive rating events were also partly significant. While we 

found a significant increase of average spreads during the pre-event interval [-30, -2] around 

reviews for upgrades at a 10% level, we also measured significant behavior for actual 

upgrades in both pre-event windows [-60, -31] and [-30, -2] at a 10% level. No significant 

results were found during the event time window [-1, 1] and the post-event interval [2, 10]. 

For the synthetic BBB index we collected several significant results. As one can see, our 

findings for negative rating events showed significant average spread changes in every single 

interval. While we measured significant index adjusted spread changes at a 10% level for 

reviews for downgrades in the pre-event window [-60, -31], we found even stronger results 

during the other subintervals where average spread changes were significant at a 5% level. 

This was also the case for actual downgrades in the pre-event window [-30, -2], while the 

other results in the remaining subintervals were only significant at a 10% level.  
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Table 9.15 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Synthetic AA and A 

index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic AA and A index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
7,924706724 16,86114912 2,129346361 -4,384410011 

P-Value 0,090470337 0,055133945 0,051803418 0,06774851 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change -0,013076823 -2,533103071 -0,206237378 0,24900261 

P-Value 0,180346822 0,098850985 0,22163985 0,154080408 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 14,41825971 17,41801115 -2,2064059 -6,322183798 

P-Value 0,056925097 0,027537449 0,161816531 0,039308308 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change -1,02308 -1,5707 -0,67844 -0,6224 

P-Value 
0,171702 0,145293 0,176014 0,229854 
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Table 9.16 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Synthetic BBB index 

 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic BBB index. 

Time Windows 
 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 
Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change 18,5274925 31,0588353 20,21750039 4,389290573 

P-Value 0,060106397 0,020885058 0,015791782 0,045848037 

Review for 
Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 
Change -3,626612398 -1,748935794 -0,47137148 11,85837597 

P-Value 0,156936942 0,129964123 0,206648408 0,108452872 
Downgrade     

Average Spread 
Change 6,56661641 19,87666156 5,871219469 7,432470728 

P-Value 0,072263631 0,045296189 0,056472674 0,063562257 

Upgrade     
Average Spread 

Change 12,01731772 6,759062805 -4,845862943 5,631527187 

P-Value 0,112069706 0,076884787 0,138140584 0,078002721 
 

It is interesting to note that the average spreads for negative rating events continue to widen 

after the rating event in the subinterval [2, 10] which is a different behavior compared to the 

findings we observed for the synthetic AA and A index, where the average spreads decreased. 

This indicates that, even though we see an anticipation of the rating events by the market, the 

negative rating event fosters an additional increase of CDS prices, which takes more than a 

week for the market to adapt to. 

For positive rating events we find significant abnormal behavior of average CDS spreads for 

upgrades. Index adjusted spreads are significant at a 10% level during the pre-event window 

[-30, -2] and during the post-event window [2, 10]. It is important to note however that the 

significant behavior in the pre-event interval [-30, -2] is counterintuitive since the average 

spreads are widening instead of becoming smaller, which would be the behavior we would 
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expect to see around positive rating events. While, on average, spreads decrease during the 

announcement day, however not in a statistically significant manner, the spreads increase 

again in the post-event window [2, 10]. This gives reason to believe that the market trusts 

positive rating events for BBB rated companies less than it trusts positive rating events for 

AA and A rated companies. This makes sense given the lower credit quality appointed to 

BBB-rated companies by Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s.  

The results for the synthetic industry sector indices under methodology # 2 are displayed from 

Table 9.17 to Table 9.24. Starting with the synthetic computer and technology index, we 

hardly see significant average spread changes for any credit rating event. The only significant 

results measured for negative rating events were found during the pre-event window [-60, -

31] around reviews for downgrades, where index adjusted CDS spreads are significant at a 

10% level. This finding however is counterintuitive since the average spreads are decreasing 

instead of increasing before a negative rating event. The only explanation we can find for this 

behavior is that our sample for this synthetic index is too small, which can foster irrational 

results. The assumption of having a sample that is not large enough is supported by the results 

measured for upgrades, where we find a significant increase of the average spread changes 

during the pre-event window [-60, -31]. Also here, the results are counterintuitive and should 

be treated with care. Having this in mind we are having difficulties presenting the significant 

increase of average spread changes in the post-event subinterval [2, 10] for reviews for 

upgrade at a 10% level as a proper result. While the increase after the event might well be an 

adaption to previously too much decreased average spreads we acknowledge that also this 

result might be biased by a sample that is too small in size. 
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Table 9.17 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Computer and 

Technology index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Computer and Technology index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-3,072911071 1,108298675 -0,053305684 -1,618296723 

P-Value 0,057048887 0,122841561 0,135025038 0,15653961 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-4,538126259 -1,679570913 -0,739306066 3,770818015 

P-Value 0,231115742 0,194351926 0,240135718 0,091343856 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
-7,252389208 -9,955973986 9,233226672 -4,650086397 

P-Value 0,191643735 0,146077768 0,120677972 0,180287201 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
0,072665601 -0,287706276 -3,1200282 -1,569336997 

P-Value 0,055733338 0,195406496 0,145503111 0,331645146 

 

For the synthetic consumer cyclical index we find significant results in all subintervals around 

downgrades, where especially the average spread increases in both pre-event intervals [-60, -

31] and [-30, -2] are to be mentioned since they are significant at a 5% level. However, it is 

interesting to note that average spreads in the event time window [-1, 1], as well as in the 

post-event interval [2, 10], are significantly decreasing again at a 5% level. These results 
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indicate that the large increase of the average spreads before the event are too high and are in 

the following adjusted downwards by the market participants, even though the rating event is 

of a negative nature. So in this particular case, the rating event conveys opposite information 

than usual to the market that prompts prices to decrease again. According to us this result 

might be due to expectations of the market that the companies in this sector should have been 

downgraded even further which would explain the vast widening in the pre-event intervals 

and the significant decrease of spreads after the rating events. Furthermore, significant ASCs 

were found in the post-event interval [2, 10] (10% level) for reviews for downgrades where 

we again see a decrease of the average spreads. Here the explanation however is certainly due 

to an overreaction of the market during the event time window [-1, 1], which is then adjusted 

in the following days. 

For positive rating events we do only find significant average spread changes in the post-

event interval [2, 10] for reviews for upgrades (10% level) and in the pre-event interval [-30, -

2] for upgrades (5% level). While the average increase of CDS spreads after a review for 

upgrades can be explained by an overall negative perception of market participants regarding 

the companies in this industry sector, the significant increase of spreads around upgrades is 

counterintuitive and is in our opinion caused by too few positive events during our 

investigation period.  

Table 9.19 shows the results found for the synthetic consumer stable index. The most notable 

result is the significant increase of average spread changes during the event time window [-1, 

1] around reviews for downgrades at a 10% level. This spread behavior indicates that the 

rating events convey additional information that makes the prices increase even further. The 

statistically significant decrease at a 10% level of average CDS spreads in the pre-event 

window [-60, -31] around downgrades should not be attributed too much relevance since the 

behavior is counterintuitive. Given that there were only 15 downgrades in the consumer stable 

index, and also that the average spread changes in the remaining subintervals were 

counterintuitive, we assume that the sample size was too small for the test to generate reliable 

results. For positive rating events we found significant mean adjusted spread changes at a 5% 

level in the pre-event interval [-60, -31] around reviews for upgrades. As one can see, the 

average decreases in the pre-event intervals were arguably too strong so that an adaption of 

the prices took place in the post-event interval [2, 10] where average spread changes increased 

again at a significant level of 10% .  
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Table 9.18 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Consumer Cyclical index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is prior 

to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the synthetic 

Consumer Cyclical index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
9,557659182 2,636129293 5,141442761 -0,580499158 

P-Value 0,157990662 0,168363885 0,109325819 0,095643042 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change -8,015135975 6,595555556 -0,177407407 8,239316239 

P-Value 0,161947532 0,110382598 0,312844127 0,094496996 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 15,00047619 26,42606702 -8,411834215 -3,826208113 

P-Value 0,012129412 0,030405417 0,087542241 0,096120998 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change -5,849420127 18,72032922 0,034197531 3,620329218 

P-Value 0,228797722 0,037865523 0,287385351 0,156032284 
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Table 9.19 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Consumer Stable 

index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Consumer Stable index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-2,675324675 4,441558442 3,474025974 -0,425324675 

P-Value 0,119620389 0,150906953 0,078198208 0,218640796 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change -1,828571429 -0,7 1,678571429 3,521428571 

P-Value 0,042941221 0,110852606 0,16716438 0,060087471 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change -3,531208791 -0,142857143 -0,010204082 2,37244898 

P-Value 0,061938584 0,168594656 0,138992502 0,234864226 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change -1,948412698 -3,888888889 -0,944444444 2,53968254 

P-Value 0,209296616 0,311079536 0,189938064 0,205917577 
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For the synthetic energy index we did not find significant average spread changes, neither for 

reviews for upgrades, nor for actual upgrades. For negative rating events however we found a 

significant spread increase in the pre-event interval [-60, -31] at a 5% level around 

downgrades. Even though this result is statistically very strong we do not find further average 

spread widening in the following subintervals which makes it difficult to fully account this 

finding to a possible ability by the CDS market to anticipate downgrades. This view is in our 

opinion supported by the significant spread changes during the event time window [1, 1] 

around reviews for downgrade at a 5% level. Given that there were only rather small average 

spread changes in the pre-event intervals one can conclude that the market is not able to 

anticipate credit deteriorations for companies in the energy sector and thus perceives the 

rating event as completely new information which is reflected in the strong increase of prices 

around the credit event itself. 

Table 9.20 summarizes adjusted CDS spread changes and their corresponding p-values of t-

tests for all rating events when the spreads are adjusted by the industrial index. We found 

positive average spread changes during the post-event interval [2, 10] around reviews for 

upgrades that were significant at a 5% level. Given that we are dealing with positive rating 

events in this case, this rather counterintuitive result might be the product of expectations that 

were too optimistic with respect to the upcoming rating events in this industry sector. In order 

to adapt to the actual rating events, an increase of the CDS prices might have been necessary 

which can be one reason for the significant average spread increases after the reviews for 

upgrades.  

Looking at negative rating events for the synthetic industrial index we found several 

significant changes in the corresponding CDS spreads. For downgrades we measured an 

abnormal spread increase during the pre-event interval [-60, -31] at a 10% level, which is then 

followed by a strong decrease in average spreads during the next interval [-30, -2] (also at a 

10% level). Again, we find that even though the result of the first interval might give reason 

to believe that the CDS market possesses the ability to anticipate downgrades, the results of 

the following intervals reject this hypothesis by acting in the exact opposite way one might 

expect. Thus, it is difficult for us to put the third significant result in the post-event window 

[2, 10], where we found a significant increase of average spread changes at a 5% level, into 

the right place. It might well be that this enormous increase in average spreads might be due 

to downgrades that were more negative than expected, but we believe that in this case there 
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should have been a significant increase of the spreads during the event time window [-1, 1] 

already, which we did not find.  

Table 9.20 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Energy index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Energy index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
0,25 -0,875 7,075 0,45 

P-Value 0,310742525 0,115709876 0,01999582 0,131925982 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
-1,1875 -1,890625 0,03125 -0,4375 

P-Value 0,264886127 0,121228546 0,311762203 0,192242592 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
6,775 -0,1 0,05 -1,975 

P-Value 0,028208655 0,35060285 0,221853569 0,20983935 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
4,519230769 -2,769230769 -1,875 -3,788461538 

P-Value 0,179266143 0,22051971 0,190289403 0,16029957 
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Table 9.21 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Industrial index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Industrial index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
4,224232804 27,77197531 11,7373545 22,51226925 

P-Value 0,135124433 0,000306794 0,020131057 0,001276117 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 8,025641534 -10,08480159 1,16962963 30,36396825 

P-Value 0,144144395 0,15882513 0,286452159 0,043258662 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 13,00310948 -9,702446072 5,089483109 5,844118844 

P-Value 0,084100221 0,061278091 0,151746198 0,039047067 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change -1,231063492 0,014809524 0,279661376 0,032063492 

P-Value 0,174515776 0,120658768 0,153471834 0,293023829 
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For reviews for downgrades in the synthetic industrial index we find clear significant results 

which indicate that CDSs are able to anticipate reviews for downgrades. However, we also 

gather results that support the importance given to the information conveyed by CRAs. 

Looking at the pre-event window [-30, -2], one can see that average spread changes widen 

enormously during the interval and result in significant t-tests with p-values of less than 1%. 

During the time event window [-1, 1] the index adjusted spread changes are still highly 

significant at a 5% level and continue to increase even further in the post-event interval [2, 

10] at a 1% level.  

Just as under methodology #1 we got the most significant t-tests of ASCs around negative 

rating events for the synthetic financial sector index. Both of the pre-event windows [-60, -31] 

and [-30, -2] incorporate highly significant average spread changes at a 1% and 5% level, 

respectively. Around the review for downgrade itself, in the event time window [-1, 1], the 

mean adjusted spreads are also significant at a 1% level with average spreads of 

approximately 40 bps and also in the post-event window [2, 10] we see a significant increase 

of prices at a 5% level. When investigating the behavior around downgrades the results were 

also all significant, however not to the same extent as they were around reviews. In the pre-

event windows the t-tests were significant at a 10% level during the interval [-60, -31] and at 

a 5% level during [-30, -2]. The average spread changes during the event time window [-1, 1] 

were significant at a 5% level. The most significant increase was found to take place after the 

rating event during the interval [2, 10], where an average increase of 20.5 bps was found to be 

statistically significant at a 1% level.  

When analyzing the average spread behavior around positive rating events in the financial 

sector we found statistically significant results as well, however, some were not as clearly cut 

as for negative rating events. Looking at reviews for upgrades we found abnormal price 

changes at a 5% level in the pre-event window [-30, -2], where average spreads decreased 

strongly, indicating that the market was on average able to anticipate reviews for upgrades. 

For actual upgrades we got significant spread changes in the pre-event window [-60, -31] and 

in the post-event window [2, 10], both at a 10% level. However, the average spread changes 

were increasing in both cases which speaks, at least during the subinterval [-60, -31] against 

the hypothesis that the CDS market is able to anticipate positive credit rating events. The 

significant increase in prices after the event might be due to negative expectations of the 

market or to the overall pressure on companies in that index during the financial crisis which 
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is according to the authors the most plausible explanation given that we are investigating 

corporations from the financial sector.  

Table 9.22 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Financial index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Financial index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
41,00527858 61,49633553 40,38413816 3,870171053 

P-Value 0,009785406 0,017997347 0,004659954 0,013164941 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change -1,406570698 -2,362734285 -1,081779409 -0,60523511 

P-Value 0,185761008 0,016476547 0,156261972 0,210582068 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 27,9917559 48,41066357 32,4254835 20,48975244 

P-Value 0,085481695 0,021291476 0,032756572 0,004053241 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 
27,13672676 3,461604499 -8,422199828 22,17179005 

P-Value 0,081066005 0,236773084 0,160720668 0,070000348 
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When analyzing the synthetic materials index, we measured significant results for reviews for 

downgrades as well as for upgrades. As you can tell from Table 9.23, we were not able to 

execute any tests on the average spread behavior around reviews for upgrades for the same 

reasons as mentioned above. Taking a closer look at reviews for downgrades however, one 

can see that we found significant ASCs during all subintervals. In the pre-event window [-60, 

-31] we observe significant average spread increases at a 5% level which are even topped by 

the spread changes during the following interval [-30, -2] where index adjusted spreads 

widened significantly at a 1% level. During the event time window [-1, 1] we found a 

statistical significance at a 5% level, as well as a significant increase of spreads at a 10% level 

in the post-event window [2, 10]. This means that also for companies in the materials sector, 

CDS prices change significantly before a review for downgrade takes place. Yet, the actual 

credit rating announcement prompts CDS prices to increase further and even to such an extent 

that we still see significant spread changes during the post-event interval which clearly 

undermines that also for the materials sector, rating announcements provide new information 

that play a role in the price determination of CDSs.  

The analysis of average spread changes around upgrades did not give any meaningful 

conclusions on the ability of CDSs to anticipate credit rating announcements. During both 

pre-event intervals, average spreads increased significantly at a 1% level which is the 

complete opposite of what we would expect to see. Average spreads significantly decrease 

during the event time window and the post-event interval at a 5% and 1% level, respectively, 

which makes sense when investigating the results in an isolated manner. However, when 

looking at the complete array of results the behavior during the pre-event subintervals leaves a 

biased picture. 

The analysis of abnormal price changes around credit rating events for the synthetic utilities 

index under methodology #2 delivered two statistically significant results which are very 

interesting to analyze. We found a significant decrease of average spreads at a 1% level in the 

event time window [-1, 1] around downgrades with an average spread change of -55 bps 

which is counterintuitive, at the first glance. However, given that we also measured a 

significant average spread increase during the pre-event interval [-30, -2] of 85 bps on 

average, we assume that market participants expected the downgrades to be stronger, which 

resulted in soaring prices for protection that were then revised after downgrades by the CRAs 

had been weaker.  
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Table 9.23 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Materials index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Materials index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
0,603174603 12,86507937 7,817460317 4,21031746 

P-Value 0,011231112 0,000994872 0,015724739 0,089588033 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change N/A N/A N/A N/A 

P-Value N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change -0,10952381 -3,785714286 0,966666667 -0,695238095 

P-Value 0,280622625 0,271635485 0,399604698 0,317854105 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 33,78571429 46,07142857 -8,571428571 -39,14285714 

P-Value 1,14597E-08 7,28898E-09 0,035207526 1,36899E-06 
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Table 9.24 

Abnormal Price Changes conditional on Rating Events; methodology #2; Utilities index 

The average spread change is the mean change in the adjusted CDS spread during an interval that is 

prior to or after a rating event. The adjusted CDS spread on a day is the actual CDS spread less the 

synthetic Utilities index. 

Time Windows 

 [-60, -31] [-30, -2] [-1, 1] [2, 10] 

Review for 

Downgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 
21,125 16,6875 5,6875 -9,875 

P-Value 0,105318773 0,142080757 0,225243432 0,238117195 

Review for 

Upgrade 

    

Average Spread 

Change 2,125 0,416666667 -2,541666667 -0,333333333 

P-Value 0,270478707 0,332663618 0,148275334 0,439724318 

Downgrade     

Average Spread 

Change 10,075 85,05 -55,2125 7,0625 

P-Value 0,155082758 2,55831E-05 0,003870724 0,184027428 

Upgrade     

Average Spread 

Change -0,357142857 -0,196428571 -1,642857143 -0,857142857 

P-Value 0,275559419 0,260821111 0,231027285 0,249439964 
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10. Discussion 
In the following discussion, we will focus on methodology #2, given that the results under 

this methodology are more significant than the results under methodology #1 and similar to 

the findings of Hull et al. (2004), Norden & Weber (2004), Micu et al. (2004) and di Cesare 

(2006). 

In our empirical study we investigated CDS spread changes conditional on credit rating 

announcements for the period between January 2005 and December 2008. Just as the other 

studies before that revolve around this topic, we have also found that the CDS market does in 

fact anticipate credit rating announcements. However, as opposed to (Norden & Weber, 

2004), (Hull et al., 2004), (Micu et al., 2004) and (Di Cesare, 2006) we do not only find 

evidence that the CDS market is able to anticipate negative, but in some cases also positive 

rating announcements.  

When we analyzed the spread changes adjusted with the CDX index conditional on credit 

rating announcements under methodology #2 we found abnormal performance in every 

subinterval for negative rating events. This suggests that, even though the CDS market 

anticipates negative rating events, the rating announcements do indeed disclose entirely new 

information to the market as noted by Micu et al. (2004) in their empirical study. The average 

increase in spreads in the event time window for reviews for downgrades is approximately 15 

bps, for example. Regarding the anticipation of positive rating events we did not find any 

significant results when we adjusted the spreads with the CDX index. In fact, we do not even 

find that the adjusted CDS spreads move into the right direction previous to a positive rating 

event.  

It is very interesting to note that we obtain completely different results when we investigated 

CDS spread changes that were adjusted with the Itraxx index. Around reviews for 

downgrades we only find a significant average spread increase on the announcement day 

which implies that the CDS market is not able to anticipate the negative rating event. 

However, the market adapts very quickly to the newly announced information and absorbs it 

within two days so that we do not find a significant average increase in the post-event window 

[2, 10]. When we analyzed the results around downgrades we obtained even less conclusive 

results.  

On the other hand, the European CDS market seems to be able to anticipate positive rating 

events. While we often find CDS spread developments in the US market that are 
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counterintuitive and not in line with theory, spreads always move into the expected direction 

in Europe.  

But what might be the reason for these two completely different sets of results? While at first 

glance this difference might suggest that rating agencies perform better when assessing credit 

worthiness of European companies and that investors who invest in these companies are less 

able to anticipate negative credit rating events, this seems an unlikely scenario. Market 

participants should be the same for both markets given its global nature. Looking at CRAs, 

there is also no evidence that their performance is different in European and American 

markets as our original sample shows that the number of announcements is roughly the same 

for both regions (4474 and 4246 respectively). On the other hand, the constricted sample that 

followed the steps described in section 8.4 reveals that we test 346 announcements that refer 

to American corporations and only 188 that refer to European ones. As such, we believe that a 

reason for the differences found in market behavior could stem from the deviating sample 

size. Additionally, we are of the opinion that there are differences in the liquidity of both 

markets, with a larger trading volume in the US market.  

Just as in the other studies mentioned above, we also created synthetic indices in order to 

better control for macroeconomic effects and to analyze the relationship between CDS 

spreads and industry sectors or rating categories. When we adjusted the CDS spreads with the 

synthetic AA and A index it was interesting to see that the market seemed to overreact in 

advance of negative rating announcements, meaning that average spreads significantly 

decreased after the rating event had taken place. Additionally, we found evidence that the 

CDS market is also able to anticipate positive rating events, where we obtained significant 

abnormal performance in both pre-event windows around upgrades and in the subinterval [-

30, -2] around reviews for upgrades. These results are different compared to the results 

obtained by the previous studies which did not find significant spread decreases for any kind 

of positive rating events.  

On the other hand, the results for the synthetic BBB index are in line with the results obtained 

by the other scholars. Just as them, we also find that the CDS market is able to anticipate 

negative rating events, which is shown by the always significant average spread increases 

around the negative announcements. It is interesting to note though, that the announcement 

effect is for both types of events very strong with average spread increases of 6 bps for 

downgrades and 20 bps for reviews for downgrades. We also observed this behavior when we 
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adjusted the spreads with the synthetic consumer stable, industrial, financial and materials 

indices, which supports the suggestion that the day of the announcement frequently conveys 

information to the market that is new and as such not yet incorporated in CDS premium 

prices.  

Even though we find evidence that credit rating announcements convey new information to 

the CDS market, and are as such important for investors when it comes to the determination 

of the creditworthiness of companies they would like to invest into, the question why the CDS 

market anticipates credit rating events remains. Putting it differently, it seems that once the 

credit quality of an issuer is declining, prompting the market to react, CRAs take more time to 

adapt to changes in the credit quality of an issuer and act much slower. The question is why? 

 As mentioned in section 6 CRAs apply a through-the-cycle approach which requires a 

separation of permanent and cyclical components of default risk. The stability of through-the-

cycle ratings is relatively high, while their default prediction power is low (Löffler, 2004a). 

According to Moody’s, through-the-cycle ratings are stable because they are intended to 

measure default risk over long investment horizons, and because they are changed only when 

agencies are confident that observed changes in a company’s risk profile are likely to be 

permanent (Altman & Rijken, 2004). This is also what the Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision in a report from 2000 requires when it states that it is commonplace to note that 

agency ratings are not estimates of short-term default risk, but should rather be characterized 

as looking through the cycle. Coupled with the tendency of credit rating agencies to avoid 

rating reversals, often referred to as “avoiding the rating bounce”, the through-the-cycle 

method also makes sense when considering the intense regulatory framework applicable for 

institutional investors which are subject to investment restrictions concerning risky bonds. 

Many mutual funds and pension funds place limits on the amount of a portfolio that can be 

invested in non-investment-grade securities. Debt issuers and investors frequently introduce 

ratings explicitly into the covenants of their financial contracts and seek guidance from the 

agencies on the structure of their financial transactions (R. Cantor, 1995). A rating reversal 

can thus induce a reversal of transactions and as such high transaction costs or margin calls. It 

follows then that institutional investors prefer stable ratings as well as a reduction in rating 

volatility in order to avoid this situation.  

Considering this reasoning, one might wonder why CRAs are criticized for lagging changes in 

default risk and for being too slow to adjust their ratings. Given the circumstances it seems 
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only natural that CDSs, which aim at continuously reflecting the creditworthiness of 

companies, lead credit rating announcements.  

Nevertheless, many investors complain about the status quo because they, at the same time, 

demand timely updates of the creditworthiness of a company’s debt in order to make sure that 

their investments are not at stake. Baker (2002) claims that investors, unlike issuers, would 

like to see ratings updated immediately to reflect all relevant information, even if a change is 

likely to be reversed in the near future. This makes sense form the point of view of an 

investor, since if investors use ratings as a source of information on creditworthiness, they 

should want ratings to be timely and reflect recent changes because such changes could affect 

the value of the bond (Baker, 2002). This is certainly true for some investors, but considering 

the regulations mentioned above, this is probably not the general view in the market. 

Under these aspects it becomes obvious that the dilemma is twofold: (1) There is a lot of 

concern and criticism that the methods, CRAs apply, underlie stylized facts and are slow in 

processing information which in turn influences the market’s knowledge on the actual 

creditworthiness of a corporation. (2) However, the concerns and criticisms might not be 

justified under the consideration of inherent regulations and requirements by the Security 

Exchange Commission (SEC), which prompt CRAs to execute their ratings exactly in the way 

they currently do.  

From the results we obtained in our empirical study we can show that the critique is indeed 

justified. Figure 10.1 shows the development of The American International Group’s (AIG) 

CDS spreads during the financial crisis and the downgrades assigned by Moody’s. As you can 

see, the CDS spreads always increase significantly before a downgrade is announced by the 

agency. It is also interesting to note that AIG was rated investment-grade status at any point in 

time, which certainly raises questions on Moody’s credit rating policy given AIG’s bail-out 

by the US government on September 16, 2008. 
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Figure 10.1The AIG example 

  

Obviously, AIG played a major role during the financial crisis, being the biggest insurance 

company in the US and bearing high systematic risk for the entire market, but there are also 

other examples that support the criticism towards CRAs. Taking the default of Enron as an 

example, it is a fact that agencies kept it at an investment-grade rating until just four days 

before it filed for bankruptcy on December 2, 2001, despite growing questions about Enron’s 

ties to the private partnerships that proved its undoing (Borrus, McNamee, & Timmons, 

2002).  The procedure was repeated when Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy in 2008, a 

default that many claim has been the beginning of the recent financial crisis. On September 9, 

2008, after Lehman Brothers’ equity prices had been falling for several weeks and CDS 

premiums for the company had increased tremendously, an S&P analyst said in the news: 

"Although the ratings ultimately could be affirmed, we do not currently rule out the 

possibility of lowering the ratings by more than one notch." Three days later, Lehman 

Brothers defaulted. 
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Presenting origins, reasons, or solutions to the above illustrated dilemma is probably not 

possible. However, many scholars agree that the main failures of the rating system stem from 

the way CRAs conduct their business. 

Since the 70’s the business model for rating agencies has changed from an “investor pays” 

model to an “issuer pays” model. This change in the business model resulted in a fundamental 

conflict of interest, as the financial market relies on the agencies’ fair and objective ratings, 

whereas the agencies themselves are dependent on their clients, which fosters the incentive of 

CRAs to give their clients’ bonds or securities higher ratings than actually deserved. The only 

counter incentive is that CRAs are keen on maintaining a certain level of reputation. Rating 

agencies often offer the counterargument that reputational considerations should eliminate 

such incentives (Sy, 2004).  

There is no doubt that this reputation mechanism has worked overall, as CRAs grew to 

achieve a central position in financial markets. However, there are also examples that show 

that the bargaining power of their clients can lead the way. One possibility to generate 

pressure on agencies is for example the frequent use of covenants in financial agreements. 

When rating downgrades lead to the executions of these covenants, a corporation’s 

creditworthiness further worsens.  

Following again the case of AIG, the downgrade by Moody’s to A1 and S&P’s downgrade to 

A+ allowed investors to call $13.3 billion in margin calls. A cut to A2 by Moody’s and to A 

by S&P would have resulted in a further $1.2 billion of collateral calls (de la Merced & 

Morgensen, September 14, 2008). It follows, that security issuers try to avoid this scenario 

and are hence keen on staying above this threshold rating. Critics argue that this resembles to 

a high degree the situation of a typical Principal-Agent problem, where only the CRAs that 

assign a rating above this threshold level are hired and paid. A means of agencies to avoid this 

imputation is the use of unsolicited ratings, where the agency rates a company even though it 

has not paid or asked for it. Both Moody’s and S&P state that they will rate and make public 

all (or virtually all) SEC-registered corporate bonds, whether requested or not by the issuer. If 

the issuer does not request the rating, then the rating firm will simply do the rating on the 

basis of publicly available information (White, 2001).  

While it might in general be difficult to proof that rating agencies grade corporate bonds 

higher than they should this is not the case for other securities. After the financial crisis it was 

disclosed that rating agencies were supplying their clients with manuals that explained how to 
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construct rather riskier, structured investments, such as CDOs, with high investment grades.  

It can thus be assumed that issuers, who do usually also themselves invest in these securities, 

were aware of this business conduct before it was disclosed to the general public. This 

awareness might to some extent explain the market’s anticipation of CRAs’ announcements 

as these investors knew about the practices of the agencies and thus of the high exposure to 

risky securities of corporations.  

Given that CDOs are for many insiders and experts one of the financial products that was 

responsible for the crisis which put the entire world economy under pressure and triggered the 

fear of systemic risk, this does certainly not shed the best light on the reputation of CRAs. 

This raises an issue that Kuhner investigated in 2001 already: “During times of enhanced 

systemic risk, do CRAs have adequate incentives to behave in a mitigating manner?” 

(Kuhner, 2001). He finds that in an environment of enhanced systemic risk, informational 

intermediaries such as rating agencies cannot be expected to act as stabilizing institutions, 

providing reliable early warning signals or all clear information.  

This might well be the case. As mentioned above however, CDOs were the catalyst and as 

such the origin of increased systemic risk and CRAs were the, by definition independent, third 

parties whose job it would have been to overcome the asymmetric information between 

issuers and investors. Instead, they handed out blueprints of how to achieve higher ratings for 

this structured product and are as such certainly not to be judged innocent when it comes to 

the question of guilt concerning the recent financial crisis.  

According to the authors of this Master Thesis it is definitely true that satisfying the needs of 

the entire market is impossible, given the opposing requirements towards CRAs asked for by 

regulators, debt issuers, and debt investors. This is why it comes to us as no surprise that our 

empirical study revealed that the CDS market anticipates credit rating announcements. We 

found that especially negative credit rating events are well predicted by CDSs, a result that we 

obtained throughout almost all our tests. During our analysis, we also observed increasing 

anticipation of positive credit rating events compared to previous studies. Given that rating 

events were often followed by significant changes in CDS premiums we ascertain the 

importance of CRAs. The often discovered announcement day effects are proof that agencies 

are very important in the CDS market’s price finding process and as such in the determination 

of the creditworthiness of corporations. 
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Since our results differ to some extent from the findings of previous studies, we are of the 

opinion that most of these differences stand in direct relation to our investigation period. 

While the other studies had been executed in rather calm periods concerning financial turmoil, 

our study includes the beginning of the recent financial crisis. Additionally, we believe that 

the critiques towards CRAs, after the collapse of Enron in 2001 and the Credit Rating Act of 

2006, changed the market participants’ perception towards CRAs and thus the level of 

attention towards credit rating events.  
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11. Conclusion 
The present study focused on the question whether the Credit Default Swap market 

anticipates or reacts to the information supplied by Credit Rating Agencies  

While this issue has been addressed by other studies in the past, it is the belief of the authors 

of the present Master Thesis that the time was right to investigate this relationship again. 

Increased doubt towards the efficiency of CRAs, the improved liquidity of the CDS market, 

and the availability of new tools, such as readily available broad market indices, supported us 

in our view.  

The sample we use to address the issue is composed of 534 credit rating announcements by 

Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s and 245,145 CDS spreads referring to 250 American and 

European corporations with a maturity of 5 years. All data refers to the time period between 

January 2005 and December 2008. Values for the Itraxx and CDX indices for the same time 

period were collected, as well.   

An innovation of the present study, when compared to the previous ones, is the use of the 

Itraxx and the CDX indices to adjust CDS spreads. These indices present the advantage of 

being public and ready to use, as opposed to synthetic indices which require initial 

calculations. However, in order to compare the different approaches, adjusted spreads were 

also calculated using the above mentioned synthetic indices in the form of synthetic category 

and industry sector indices.  

In order to investigate CDS spread changes conditional on rating agency announcements, two 

types of tests were suggested. The first type, where the CDS spread population as a whole is 

considered and parameters are estimated accordingly, turned out to be unsatisfactory. This is 

reflected by our results produced under this methodology which are not very much in line 

with the findings of previous studies. 

However, we obtained results that are similar to the ones presented in past studies, applying a 

second, more sophisticated test that assumes a normal distribution of CDS spread changes 

during a period of 120 to 60 days prior to the credit event.  

We find that the CDS market indeed anticipates negative credit rating announcements. 

However, we also gather evidence that negative credit rating announcements do convey 

entirely new information to the market which is in most cases followed by significant changes 

in CDS premiums. 
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For positive credit rating events we obtained mixed results which makes a clear verdict, on 

the question whether the CDS market is also able to anticipate positive rating events, difficult.  

In the case of reviews for downgrade when CDS spreads are adjusted with the CDX index,  

premiums increase on average 15 bps during the subinterval [-60, -31], 31 bps in the period [-

30, -2], 14 bps around the announcement date [-1, 1], and 2 bps in the week following the 

announcement [2, 10]. As in past studies, the results show no proof of significant anticipation 

of, or reaction to positive credit rating events. 

The European market, where average spreads are adjusted by the Itraxx index, shows different 

trends and does not seem to be able to anticipate negative credit rating events. In fact, in the 

interval around downgrades, average spreads even move in the opposite direction and 

decrease instead of increase. However, we find evidence that the CDS market anticipates 

positive credit rating announcements, with the most significant average spread changes in the 

pre-event subintervals around upgrades, where spreads decrease 12 and 8 bps, respectively.  

The results obtained when we adjusted CDS spreads with the synthetic AA and A index are 

among the most meaningful. Except for the event time window for downgrades, we found 

significant abnormal spread performance in every subinterval around negative credit rating 

events. Furthermore, we gathered evidence that, on average, the market seems to overreact in 

advance of negative credit rating announcements when CDS spreads are adjusted by the 

synthetic AA and A index. In addition we exhibit anticipation of positive rating 

announcements with a significant decrease of average spreads in the subinterval [-30, -2] 

around reviews for upgrades of approximately 2.5 bps.  

The results for the synthetic BBB index can be compared to the results found when adjusting 

CDS spreads with the CDX index, where all subintervals around negative credit rating 

announcements display significant abnormal spread changes. While this is proof for both, 

significant anticipation of and significant reaction to rating events, it is important to note that 

the average abnormal spread change is most significant in the event time window [-1, 1] 

around reviews for downgrades. 

Given that the amount of credit rating announcements was in many cases too small when we 

adjusted CDS spreads by synthetic industry sector indices, we can only give relevance to our 

findings regarding the synthetic industrial and financial index.  
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Nevertheless, the results obtained were not as clear cut as compared to the results mentioned 

above. While both show almost always significant spread changes around negative credit 

rating events, we also obtained counterintuitive results where spreads move in the opposite 

direction as expected. Apart from a significant decrease of average spreads in the pre-event 

interval [-30, -2] for reviews for upgrades when adjusting by the synthetic financial index, we 

could not find any significant anticipation or reaction for positive rating events.  

Even though the CDS market anticipates the majority of negative credit rating events, it is 

also evident that CRA announcements convey entirely new information to the market and 

contributes to the proper price determination of a corporation’s debt. The availability of the 

CDX and Itraxx indices facilitates the investigation of the informational efficiency between 

the CDS market and credit rating announcements since the creation of synthetic indices is not 

needed anymore. Despite of that, the results found when adjusting the CDS spreads by the 

synthetic rating category indices delivered the same results and are hence to be seen as the 

best alternative to the CDX and Itraxx indices.  

With the breakdown into industry sector indices, the specific behavior of market participants 

and their perception of credit rating agency action can be further analyzed. Unfortunately, the 

amount of rating announcements during the investigation period of this study was in most 

cases too small, so that the extraction of relevant results was in some cases not possible. 

Given that the results, obtained by our empirical study, disallow a definite answer as to 

whether the CDS market anticipates credit rating announcements, we looked for possible 

reasons that explain on the one hand the anticipation of rating announcements by the CDS 

market, and on the other hand its reaction to them. According to us, the roots of this issue lie 

in the different expectations towards CRAs, where some investors require credit ratings to be 

timely and accurate and other investors rely on them to be stable.  

Building on past studies, the present Master Thesis presents a solid framework to approach 

the relationship between CDS spread changes and credit rating announcements. Given the 

doubts raised by CRAs on the creditworthiness of some EU member countries the authors 

suggest an application of the current framework with a focus on sovereign debt as a future 

research topic. 
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14. Appendices  
 

Appendix 1 List of contributing banks for the CDX and Itraxx Indices 

 
Contributing banks for the CDX 
Indices.  

 Bank of America 
 Barclays Capital 
 BNP Paribas 
 Citibank 
 Credit Suisse  
 Deutsche Bank 
 Goldman Sachs 
 HSBC 
 JPMorgan 
 Morgan Stanley 
 UBS 
 Wells Fargo 

Contributing banks for the Itraxx 
Europe Indices.  

 ABN AMRO 
 Bank of America 
 BNP Paribas 
 Credit Suisse  
 Deutsche Bank 
 Dresdner Kleinwort 
 Goldman Sachs 
 HSBC 
 JPMorgan 
 Morgan Stanley 
 RBOS 
 UBS

Appendix 2 Example of CDS spreads extracted from Bloomberg 

Date 
CDX On-
The-Run 

ACE 
Ltd 

Aetna 
Inc. 

Alcoa 
Inc. 

Altria Gp 
Inc 

Amern Elec Pwr Co 
Inc 

03-01-2005 44 59,4 33 18 119 39 
04-01-2005 44,75 64,35 36 18 121 39 
05-01-2005 46,75 64,35 36 20 124 39 
06-01-2005 46,75 62,37 36 20 125 40 
07-01-2005 46,75 62,37 36 20 126 40 
10-01-2005 47,25 62,37 36 22 127 40 
11-01-2005 47,75 62,37 36 24 125 41 
12-01-2005 47,25 60,39 36 28 124 41 
13-01-2005 47,75 61,38 36 28 124 41 
14-01-2005 48 61,38 36 29 123 41 
18-01-2005 48,5 61,38 36 29 123 40 
19-01-2005 49,25 59,4 36 29 122 40 
20-01-2005 49,5 59,4 38 29 122 40 
21-01-2005 49,5 61,38 38 29 121 40 
24-01-2005 48,25 61,38 38 28 116 40 
25-01-2005 47,25 61,38 38 28 115 40 
26-01-2005 46,25 61,38 38 28 118 41 
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Appendix 3 Moody's and S&P ratings and equivalencies 

S&P Moody's Rating Type 
Aaa AAA 

Prime 
Aa1 AA+ 
Aa2 AA 

High Grade 
Aa3 AA- 
A1 A+ 

Upper Medium Grade A2 A 
A3 A- 

Baa1 BBB+ 
Lower Medium Grade Baa2 BBB 

Baa3 BBB- 
Ba1 BB+ 

Non-Investment Grade  
Speculative Ba2 BB 

Ba3 BB- 
B1 B+ 

Highly Speculative B2 B 
B3 B- 

Caa1 CCC+ Substantial Risks 
Caa2 CCC Extremely Especulative 
Caa3 CCC- 

In default with little prospect of recovery 
Ca CC 

C 
C D In Default 

 

Appendix 4 Types of debts and priorities 

 
S&P:  

1- Long term foreign currency issuer 
credit.  

2-  Long term local currency issuer 
credit. 

Moody’s:  

1. Issuer Rating.  
2. Senior Unsecured. 
3. Long term foreign currency debt  
4. Long term local currency debt. 
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Appendix 5 VBA Function that tests one rating event under methodology #1 

Function EventHelper2(Agency, Crating, Prating, company, day, dates, 
spreads) 

Dim DateCrawler 'aux variable that crawls the date array until 
matching the event date 

Dim nDates 'counts the total number of dates 

'these variables define the time intervals 

Dim b1begin, b1end 

Dim b2begin, b2end 

Dim b3begin, b3end 

Dim b4begin, b4end 

 

Dim j 

Dim AAS1, AAS2, AAS3, AAS4 

Dim result() 

ReDim result(5, 14) 

Dim n1, n2, n3, n4 

Dim x1, x2, x3, x4 

Dim s1, s2, s3, s4 

Dim T1, T2, T3, T4 

Dim r1 

Dim sumsquared1, sumsquared2, sumsquared3, sumsquared4 

nDates = dates.Rows.Count 

Dim test1, test2, test3, test4, test5, test6, test7, test8 

Dim sigb1, sigb2, sigb3, sigb4 

Dim totalStdev 

totalStdev = 5.939 

Dim PopAverage 

PopAverage = 0 

 

For DateCrawler = 1 To nDates 
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    If dates(DateCrawler) = day Then 

'********************************************bracket 1 [-60, -
31]*************************************** 

    b1begin = DateCrawler - 60 

    b1end = DateCrawler - 31 

    test1 = dates(b1begin) 

    test2 = dates(b1end) 

    n1 = b1end - b1begin + 1 

      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 1 and filling aux 
vector 

        For j = b1begin To b1end 

        AAS1 = AAS1 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 1 

    x1 = AAS1 / n1 

        'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 1 

    sumsquared1 = 0 

     For j = b1begin To b1end 

        sumsquared1 = sumsquared1 + (x1 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 

        Next j 

    s1 = Sqr(sumsquared1 / n1) 

     

    'performing t-test 

    T1 = (x1 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n1)) 

 

'********************************************bracket 2 [-30, -
1]*************************************** 

    b2begin = DateCrawler - 30 

    b2end = DateCrawler - 2 

    test3 = dates(b2begin) 

    test4 = dates(b2end) 

    n2 = b2end - b2begin + 1 
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      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 2 

        For j = b2begin To b2end 

        AAS2 = AAS2 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 2 

    x2 = AAS2 / n2 

        'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 2 

    sumsquared2 = 0 

     For j = b2begin To b2end 

        sumsquared2 = sumsquared2 + (x2 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 

        Next j 

    s2 = Sqr(sumsquared2 / n2) 

     

    'performing t-test 

    T2 = (x2 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n2)) 

'********************************************bracket 3 [-1, 
1]*************************************** 

    b3begin = DateCrawler - 1 

    b3end = DateCrawler + 1 

    test5 = dates(b3begin) 

    test6 = dates(b3end) 

    n3 = b3end - b3begin + 1 

      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 3 

        For j = b3begin To b3end 

        AAS3 = AAS3 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 3 

    x3 = AAS3 / n3 

    'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 3 

    sumsquared3 = 0 

     For j = b3begin To b3end 

        sumsquared3 = sumsquared3 + (x3 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 
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        Next j 

    s3 = Sqr(sumsquared3 / n3) 

     

    'performing t-test 

    T3 = (x3 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n3)) 

'********************************************bracket 4 [1, 
10]*************************************** 

    b4begin = DateCrawler + 2 

    b4end = DateCrawler + 10 

    test7 = dates(b4begin) 

    test8 = dates(b4end) 

    n4 = b4end - b4begin + 1 

      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 4 

        For j = b4begin To b4end 

        AAS4 = AAS4 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 4 

    x4 = AAS4 / n4 

    'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 4 

    sumsquared4 = 0 

     For j = b4begin To b4end 

        sumsquared4 = sumsquared4 + (x4 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 

        Next j 

    s4 = Sqr(sumsquared4 / n4) 

     

    'performing t-test 

    T4 = (x4 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n4)) 

    End If 

Next DateCrawler 

 

'fill result 

result(1, 1) = "Company" 
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result(2, 1) = company 

result(3, 1) = company 

result(4, 1) = company 

result(5, 1) = company 

 

result(1, 2) = "Event date" 

result(2, 2) = day 

result(3, 2) = day 

result(4, 2) = day 

result(5, 2) = day 

 

result(1, 3) = "Interval" 

result(2, 3) = "-60, -31" 

result(3, 3) = "-30, -2" 

result(4, 3) = "-1, 1" 

result(5, 3) = "2, 10" 

 

result(1, 4) = "CAS" 

result(2, 4) = AAS1 

result(3, 4) = AAS2 

result(4, 4) = AAS3 

result(5, 4) = AAS4 

 

result(1, 5) = "Daily Change Average" 

result(2, 5) = x1 

result(3, 5) = x2 

result(4, 5) = x3 

result(5, 5) = x4 

 

result(1, 6) = "STDEV" 

result(2, 6) = s1 
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result(3, 6) = s2 

result(4, 6) = s3 

result(5, 6) = s4 

 

result(1, 7) = "T" 

result(2, 7) = T1 

result(3, 7) = T2 

result(4, 7) = T3 

result(5, 7) = T4 

 

'result(1, 6) = "begin" 

'result(1, 7) = "end" 

'result(2, 6) = test1 

'result(2, 7) = test2 

'result(3, 6) = test3 

'result(3, 7) = test4 

'result(4, 6) = test5 

'result(4, 7) = test6 

'result(5, 6) = test7 

'result(5, 7) = test8 

 

result(1, 8) = "Degrees of Freedom" 

result(2, 8) = n1 - 1 

result(3, 8) = n2 - 1 

result(4, 8) = n3 - 1 

result(5, 8) = n4 - 1 

 

result(1, 9) = "critical point 90%" 

sigb1 = 1.311 

result(2, 9) = sigb1 

sigb2 = 1.313 
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result(3, 9) = sigb2 

sigb3 = 1.886 

result(4, 9) = sigb3 

sigb4 = 1.397 

result(5, 9) = sigb4 

 

result(1, 10) = "significance at 90%" 

'**************b1******************** 

If Abs(T1) > sigb1 Then 

    result(2, 10) = "Reject" 

    Else 

        result(2, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 

'**************b2******************** 

If Abs(T2) > sigb2 Then 

    result(3, 10) = "Reject" 

    Else 

        result(3, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 

'**************b3******************** 

If Abs(T3) > sigb3 Then 

    result(4, 10) = "Reject" 

    Else 

        result(4, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 

'**************b4******************** 

If Abs(T4) > sigb4 Then 

    result(5, 10) = "Reject" 

    Else 

        result(5, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 
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result(1, 11) = "Pvalue" 

result(2, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T1), n1 - 1, 1) 

result(3, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T2), n2 - 1, 1) 

result(4, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T3), n3 - 1, 1) 

result(5, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T4), n4 - 1, 1) 

 

result(1, 12) = "Current Rating" 

result(2, 12) = Crating 

result(3, 12) = Crating 

result(4, 12) = Crating 

result(5, 12) = Crating 

 

result(1, 13) = "Previous Rating" 

result(2, 13) = Prating 

result(3, 13) = Prating 

result(4, 13) = Prating 

result(5, 13) = Prating 

 

result(1, 14) = "Agency" 

result(2, 14) = Agency 

result(3, 14) = Agency 

result(4, 14) = Agency 

result(5, 14) = Agency 

 

EventHelper2 = result 

End Function 
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Appendix 6 VBA Function that tests one rating event under methodology #2 

Function EventHelper2(Agency, Crating, Prating, company, day, dates, 
spreads) 

Dim DateCrawler 'aux variable that crawls thru the date array until 
matching the event date 

Dim nDates 'counts the total number of dates 

'these variables define the time intervals 

Dim b1begin, b1end, b, e 

Dim b2begin, b2end 

Dim b3begin, b3end 

Dim b4begin, b4end 

 

Dim j, k, g 

Dim AAS1, AAS2, AAS3, AAS4 

Dim result() 

ReDim result(5, 14) 

Dim n1, n2, n3, n4 

Dim x1, x2, x3, x4 

Dim s1, s2, s3, s4 

Dim T1, T2, T3, T4 

Dim r1 

Dim sumsquared1, sumsquared2, sumsquared3, sumsquared4 

nDates = dates.Rows.Count 

Dim test1, test2, test3, test4, test5, test6, test7, test8 

Dim sigb1, sigb2, sigb3, sigb4 

Dim totalStdev, sumdeviation 

Dim PopAverage, sumPopAverage 

 

For DateCrawler = 1 To nDates 

    If dates(DateCrawler) = day Then 

    b = DateCrawler - 120 

    e = DateCrawler - 60 
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    For k = b To e 

       sumPopAverage = sumPopAverage + spreads(k) 

    Next k 

    PopAverage = sumPopAverage / 60 

For g = b To e 

       sumdeviation = sumdeviation + (PopAverage - spreads(g)) ^ 2 

    Next g 

    totalStdev = Sqr(sumdeviation / 60) 

 

 

'********************************************bracket 1 [-60, -
31]*************************************** 

    b1begin = DateCrawler - 60 

    b1end = DateCrawler - 31 

    test1 = dates(b1begin) 

    test2 = dates(b1end) 

    n1 = b1end - b1begin + 1 

      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 1 and filling aux 
vector 

        For j = b1begin To b1end 

        AAS1 = AAS1 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 1 

    x1 = AAS1 / n1 

        'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 1 

    sumsquared1 = 0 

     For j = b1begin To b1end 

        sumsquared1 = sumsquared1 + (x1 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 

        Next j 

    s1 = Sqr(sumsquared1 / n1) 

     

    'performing t-test 
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    T1 = (x1 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n1)) 

 

'********************************************bracket 2 [-30, -
1]*************************************** 

    b2begin = DateCrawler - 30 

    b2end = DateCrawler - 2 

    test3 = dates(b2begin) 

    test4 = dates(b2end) 

    n2 = b2end - b2begin + 1 

      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 2 

        For j = b2begin To b2end 

        AAS2 = AAS2 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 2 

    x2 = AAS2 / n2 

        'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 2 

    sumsquared2 = 0 

     For j = b2begin To b2end 

        sumsquared2 = sumsquared2 + (x2 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 

        Next j 

    s2 = Sqr(sumsquared2 / n2) 

     

    'performing t-test 

    T2 = (x2 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n2)) 

'********************************************bracket 3 [-1, 
1]*************************************** 

    b3begin = DateCrawler - 1 

    b3end = DateCrawler + 1 

    test5 = dates(b3begin) 

    test6 = dates(b3end) 

    n3 = b3end - b3begin + 1 

      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 3 
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        For j = b3begin To b3end 

        AAS3 = AAS3 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 3 

    x3 = AAS3 / n3 

    'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 3 

    sumsquared3 = 0 

     For j = b3begin To b3end 

        sumsquared3 = sumsquared3 + (x3 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 

        Next j 

    s3 = Sqr(sumsquared3 / n3) 

     

    'performing t-test 

    T3 = (x3 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n3)) 

'********************************************bracket 4 [1, 
10]*************************************** 

    b4begin = DateCrawler + 2 

    b4end = DateCrawler + 10 

    test7 = dates(b4begin) 

    test8 = dates(b4end) 

    n4 = b4end - b4begin + 1 

      'acumulated abnormal spreads for bracket 4 

        For j = b4begin To b4end 

        AAS4 = AAS4 + spreads(j) 

        Next j 

    'calculating the mean for bracket 4 

    x4 = AAS4 / n4 

    'calculating the standart deviation for bracket 4 

    sumsquared4 = 0 

     For j = b4begin To b4end 

        sumsquared4 = sumsquared4 + (x4 - spreads(j)) ^ 2 

        Next j 
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    s4 = Sqr(sumsquared4 / n4) 

     

    'performing t-test 

    T4 = (x4 - PopAverage) / (totalStdev / Sqr(n4)) 

    End If 

Next DateCrawler 

 

'fill result 

result(1, 1) = "Company" 

result(2, 1) = company 

result(3, 1) = company 

result(4, 1) = company 

result(5, 1) = company 

 

result(1, 2) = "Event date" 

result(2, 2) = day 

result(3, 2) = day 

result(4, 2) = day 

result(5, 2) = day 

 

result(1, 3) = "Interval" 

result(2, 3) = "-60, -31" 

result(3, 3) = "-30, -2" 

result(4, 3) = "-1, 1" 

result(5, 3) = "2, 10" 

 

result(1, 4) = "CAS" 

result(2, 4) = AAS1 

result(3, 4) = AAS2 

result(4, 4) = AAS3 

result(5, 4) = AAS4 
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result(1, 5) = "Daily Change Average" 

result(2, 5) = x1 

result(3, 5) = x2 

result(4, 5) = x3 

result(5, 5) = x4 

 

result(1, 6) = "STDEV" 

result(2, 6) = s1 

result(3, 6) = s2 

result(4, 6) = s3 

result(5, 6) = s4 

 

result(1, 7) = "T" 

result(2, 7) = T1 

result(3, 7) = T2 

result(4, 7) = T3 

result(5, 7) = T4 

 

'result(1, 6) = "begin" 

'result(1, 7) = "end" 

'result(2, 6) = test1 

'result(2, 7) = test2 

'result(3, 6) = test3 

'result(3, 7) = test4 

'result(4, 6) = test5 

'result(4, 7) = test6 

'result(5, 6) = test7 

'result(5, 7) = test8 

 

result(1, 8) = "Degrees of Freedom" 
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result(2, 8) = n1 - 1 

result(3, 8) = n2 - 1 

result(4, 8) = n3 - 1 

result(5, 8) = n4 - 1 

 

result(1, 9) = "critical point 90%" 

sigb1 = 1.311 

result(2, 9) = sigb1 

sigb2 = 1.313 

result(3, 9) = sigb2 

sigb3 = 1.886 

result(4, 9) = sigb3 

sigb4 = 1.397 

result(5, 9) = sigb4 

 

result(1, 10) = "significance at 90%" 

'**************b1******************** 

If Abs(T1) > sigb1 Then 

    result(2, 10) = "Reject" 

    Else 

        result(2, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 

'**************b2******************** 

If Abs(T2) > sigb2 Then 

    result(3, 10) = "Reject" 

    Else 

        result(3, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 

'**************b3******************** 

If Abs(T3) > sigb3 Then 

    result(4, 10) = "Reject" 
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    Else 

        result(4, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 

'**************b4******************** 

If Abs(T4) > sigb4 Then 

    result(5, 10) = "Reject" 

    Else 

        result(5, 10) = "Do not Reject" 

End If 

 

result(1, 11) = "Pvalue" 

result(2, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T1), n1 - 1, 1) 

result(3, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T2), n2 - 1, 1) 

result(4, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T3), n3 - 1, 1) 

result(5, 11) = Application.TDist(Abs(T4), n4 - 1, 1) 

 

result(1, 12) = "Current Rating" 

result(2, 12) = Crating 

result(3, 12) = Crating 

result(4, 12) = Crating 

result(5, 12) = Crating 

 

result(1, 13) = "Previous Rating" 

result(2, 13) = Prating 

result(3, 13) = Prating 

result(4, 13) = Prating 

result(5, 13) = Prating 

 

result(1, 14) = "Agency" 

result(2, 14) = Agency 

result(3, 14) = Agency 
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result(4, 14) = Agency 

result(5, 14) = Agency 

 

EventHelper2 = result 

End Function 

 

Appendix 7 VBA code for a function that calculates the pooled results 

Function ResumedResults(results) 

Dim n, m, m1, m2, m3 

n = results.Columns.Count 

m = results.Rows.Count 

m1 = m - 3 

m2 = m - 2 

m3 = m - 1 

Dim sumpreadChange1, sumpreadChange2, sumpreadChange3, 
sumpreadChange4 

Dim numberOfevents 

numberOfevents = m / 5 

Dim rejections1, rejections2, rejections3, rejections4 

Dim sumT1, sumT2, sumT3, sumT4 

Dim i 

Dim board 

ReDim board(5, 6) 

Dim T1, T2, T3, T4 

'**************************bracket 1 

For i = 2 To m1 Step 5 

 

'calculating number of rejections 

    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 

        rejections1 = rejections1 + 1 

    End If 
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'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange1 = sumpreadChange1 + results(i, 5) 

sumT1 = sumT1 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

 

Next i 

'**************************bracket 2 

For i = 3 To m2 Step 5 

'calculating number of rejections 

    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 

        rejections2 = rejections2 + 1 

    End If 

'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange2 = sumpreadChange2 + results(i, 5) 

sumT2 = sumT2 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

 

Next i 

'**************************bracket 3 

For i = 4 To m3 Step 5 

'calculating number of rejections 

    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 

        rejections3 = rejections3 + 1 

    End If 

'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange3 = sumpreadChange3 + results(i, 5) 

sumT3 = sumT3 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

 

Next i 

'**************************bracket 4 

For i = 5 To m Step 5 

'calculating number of rejections 

    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 
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        rejections4 = rejections4 + 1 

    End If 

'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange4 = sumpreadChange4 + results(i, 5) 

sumT4 = sumT4 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

Next i 

 

'output column 1 

board(1, 1) = " " 

board(2, 1) = "[-60,-31]" 

board(3, 1) = "[-30,-2]" 

board(4, 1) = "[-1,1]" 

board(5, 1) = "[2,10]" 

 

'output column 2 

board(1, 2) = "Number of tests" 

board(2, 2) = m / 5 

board(3, 2) = m / 5 

board(4, 2) = m / 5 

board(5, 2) = m / 5 

 

'output column 3 

board(1, 3) = "Number of Rejections" 

board(2, 3) = rejections1 

board(3, 3) = rejections2 

board(4, 3) = rejections3 

board(5, 3) = rejections4 

 

'output column 4 

board(1, 4) = "Average Spread Change" 

board(2, 4) = sumpreadChange1 / (m / 5) 
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board(3, 4) = sumpreadChange2 / (m / 5) 

board(4, 4) = sumpreadChange3 / (m / 5) 

board(5, 4) = sumpreadChange4 / (m / 5) 

 

'output column 5 

board(1, 5) = "T statistic" 

board(2, 5) = sumT1 / (m / 5) 

board(3, 5) = sumT2 / (m / 5) 

board(4, 5) = sumT3 / (m / 5) 

board(5, 5) = sumT4 / (m / 5) 

 

'output column 5 

board(1, 5) = "T statistic" 

 

T1 = sumT1 / (m / 5) 

T2 = sumT2 / (m / 5) 

T3 = sumT3 / (m / 5) 

T4 = sumT4 / (m / 5) 

 

board(2, 5) = T1 

board(3, 5) = T2 

board(4, 5) = T3 

board(5, 5) = T4 

 

'output column 6 

board(1, 6) = "Pvalue" 

board(2, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T1), 29, 1) 

board(3, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T2), 28, 1) 

board(4, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T3), 2, 1) 

board(5, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T4), 8, 1) 
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ResumedResults = board 

End Function 

 

Function ResumedResultsSP(results) 

Dim n, m, m1, m2, m3 

n = results.Columns.Count 

m = results.Rows.Count 

m1 = m - 3 

m2 = m - 2 

m3 = m - 1 

Dim sumpreadChange1, sumpreadChange2, sumpreadChange3, 
sumpreadChange4 

Dim numberOfevents, events1, events2, events3, events4 

numberOfevents = m / 5 

Dim rejections1, rejections2, rejections3, rejections4 

Dim sumT1, sumT2, sumT3, sumT4 

Dim i 

Dim board 

ReDim board(5, 6) 

Dim T1, T2, T3, T4 

'**************************bracket 1 

For i = 2 To m1 Step 5 

If results(i, 14) = "S&P" Then 

'calculating number of rejections 

    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 

        rejections1 = rejections1 + 1 

    End If 

'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange1 = sumpreadChange1 + results(i, 5) 

sumT1 = sumT1 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

events1 = events1 + 1 

End If 
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Next i 

'**************************bracket 2 

For i = 3 To m2 Step 5 

If results(i, 14) = "S&P" Then 

'calculating number of rejections 

    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 

        rejections2 = rejections2 + 1 

    End If 

'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange2 = sumpreadChange2 + results(i, 5) 

sumT2 = sumT2 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

events2 = events2 + 1 

End If 

Next i 

'**************************bracket 3 

For i = 4 To m3 Step 5 

If results(i, 14) = "S&P" Then 

'calculating number of rejections 

    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 

        rejections3 = rejections3 + 1 

    End If 

'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange3 = sumpreadChange3 + results(i, 5) 

sumT3 = sumT3 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

events3 = events3 + 1 

End If 

Next i 

'**************************bracket 4 

For i = 5 To m Step 5 

If results(i, 14) = "S&P" Then 

'calculating number of rejections 
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    If results(i, 10) = "Reject" Then 

        rejections4 = rejections4 + 1 

    End If 

'calculating average spread change during interval 

sumpreadChange4 = sumpreadChange4 + results(i, 5) 

sumT4 = sumT4 + Abs(results(i, 7)) 

events4 = events4 + 1 

End If 

Next i 

 

'output column 1 

board(1, 1) = " " 

board(2, 1) = "[-60,-31]" 

board(3, 1) = "[-30,-2]" 

board(4, 1) = "[-1,1]" 

board(5, 1) = "[2,10]" 

 

'output column 2 

board(1, 2) = "Number of tests" 

board(2, 2) = events1 

board(3, 2) = events2 

board(4, 2) = events3 

board(5, 2) = events4 

 

'output column 3 

board(1, 3) = "Number of Rejections" 

board(2, 3) = rejections1 

board(3, 3) = rejections2 

board(4, 3) = rejections3 

board(5, 3) = rejections4 
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'output column 4 

board(1, 4) = "Average Spread Change" 

board(2, 4) = sumpreadChange1 / (m / 5) 

board(3, 4) = sumpreadChange2 / (m / 5) 

board(4, 4) = sumpreadChange3 / (m / 5) 

board(5, 4) = sumpreadChange4 / (m / 5) 

 

'output column 5 

board(1, 5) = "T statistic" 

board(2, 5) = sumT1 / (m / 5) 

board(3, 5) = sumT2 / (m / 5) 

board(4, 5) = sumT3 / (m / 5) 

board(5, 5) = sumT4 / (m / 5) 

 

'output column 5 

board(1, 5) = "T statistic" 

 

T1 = sumT1 / (m / 5) 

T2 = sumT2 / (m / 5) 

T3 = sumT3 / (m / 5) 

T4 = sumT4 / (m / 5) 

 

board(2, 5) = T1 

board(3, 5) = T2 

board(4, 5) = T3 

board(5, 5) = T4 

 

'output column 6 

board(1, 6) = "Pvalue" 

board(2, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T1), 29, 1) 

board(3, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T2), 28, 1) 
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board(4, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T3), 2, 1) 

board(5, 6) = Application.TDist(Abs(T4), 8, 1) 

ResumedResultsSP = board 

End Function 


